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February 29, 1972 

Mr. George B. Hartzog, Jr. 
Director, National Park Service 

Mr. William J. Briggle 
National Parks Centennial Director 

U. S. Department of the interior 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed are the reports of the five National Parks for 
the Future Task Forces which we established last autumn in 
accordance with contract #9900X20009. 

I am sure you will join us in commending the work of the 
Task Force members, who were already quite busy enough when 
we sought their services last fall. Somehow they have found 
the time to convene numerous points of view and a wide range 
of competence upon the Park System and public attitudes con
cerning it, and have prepared a rather comprehensive set of 
findings, philosophies, and recommendations. 

As you know, these reports are to receive further atten
tion from a still-wider gathering of specialists and leaders 
at the Symposium on National Parks for the Future at Yosemite 
in April. The Conservation Foundation will, of course, build 
from the Symposium deliberations as well as from the Task 
Force work in preparing its final submission to you. We feel, 
however, that these reports stand well by themselves, and, 
whether or not you or we agree with all their contents, offer 
much food for thought in the months and years ahead. 

Indeed, we are struck by the considerable degree of con
sensus among five groups which, frankly, were constituted 
with the realization that they might produce widely divergent 
conclusions. We note particularly the emphasis here on needs 
for much greater Congressional support of parkland acquisition 
at all levels of government. Also, there seems to be solid 
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agreement that the National Park Service should place more 
emphasis on visitor services as opposed to visitor facilities, 
on preparing the visitor to enjoy the parks for the purposes 
for which they were established, and on expanding the National 
Park Service role in the development of an environmental ethic. 

We commend this material to your careful analysis, and 
shall welcome any comments you might wish to make prior to 
the Symposium. 

Sincerely, 

Sydney Howe 
President 
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INTRODUCTION 

A group of explorers a century ago, sitting around their campfire at 
Madison Junction in northwestern Wyoming, could hardly have foreseen the vigor 
of the idea that sprang from their conversation about the Yellowstone country. 
They could not have anticipated that their idea would flower into a new dimen
sion of the American dream and would capture the imagination of men around the 
world. 

The national park concept, conceived at Madison Junction and given birth 
by the President of the United States 100 years ago, has been nurtured in the 
very essence of the democratic principle. This concept, first enunciated for 
Yellowstone, says that some areas of remarkable value are too special, too 
precious ever to be reduced to private ownership and exploitation, but that those 
areas should instead be retained for the enjoyment and inspiration of all the 
people. 

Yet, over the decades, the concept has come under assault at Yellowstone 
and elsewhere because of the democratic principle — if the asset is publicly 
owned, it should be accessible and useable by all the people. Certainly, those 
who first held the Yellowstone Park vision could not have anticipated the 
practical difficulties of park use a hundred years later — difficulties brought 
on by an exploding population, new forms of transportation, and new wealth and 
leisure made available through the hard labor of a people dedicated to conquering 
and subverting the wilderness. 

With the end of World War II, a booming economy, greater mobility, and 
longer vacations combined to power a move to the outdoors such as America had 
never experienced before. Restraints heretofore imposed by geography, time, 
distance and cost were, for the most part, swept aside and with them the 
original simple principle from which the national park ideal was born. The 
national park visit became a casual thing — of little more significance to many 
than a visit to any other place that provides a scenic backdrop for everyone's 
outdoor thing. Appreciated? Of course, in some way -- one of a dozen vacation 
stops, one more decal on the window, one more place for later comparison as to 
efficiency of trailer hook-up, quality of cafeteria, variety of souvenirs and 
congestion of highway and campground. The national park was fast becoming a 
playground, a bland experience little different from what the visitor can and 
does find at a thousand other areas. 

The visitor has almost lost something else of enormous importance, a 
crucial ingredient of the democratic ideal — the opportunity for choice. He 
is in danger of losing the opportunity to choose the remarkable experience which 
the national parks were established to save for him, because it is in danger of 
disappearing. 

But the opportunity has not been wholly lost. There remains a spark of the 
original concept. More and more people are leaving the gadgetry and comforts of 
technology behind and striking out for the wilderness to find solitude and 



adventure with what they can carry on their backs. There in the backcountry of 
our natural area parks the wilderness persists, little changed in a century. 
There man can find and be a partner once again in the elementary processes of an 
undisturbed ecosystem and recapture the awe, the spiritual exaltation, the acute 
awareness of the very roots of life from which he sprang. The basic choice 
remains with us — whether we circle back to the original concept, or permit 
further spin-off into stultifying mediocrity. The choice is ours, whether the parks 
shall remain the "crown jewels" of our outdoor heritage to be cherished, pro
tected, preserved and worthy of our rigorous self-imposed restraints, or permitted 
to degenerate into the commonplace. 

It is a difficult choice, but it must be made. And nobody else can make it. 
The choice is ours alone. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Management of national parks must conform to their dominant values. 
Basically, this means that recreation in and enjoyment of the parks must be in 
terms of their preservation function, that preservation of remaining wilderness 
should be given top priority in all policy decisions, and that criteria other 
than numbers of visitors should be used as measurements of a national park's 
value to society. 

2. High priority should be given to research directed at finding the physical, 
ecological, and psychological carrying capacity of every unit of the National 
Park System. This information should be used to determine user quotas for each 
unit, but care should be taken that a quota system does not discriminate against 
certain segments of society. The National Park Service should give concentrated 
attention to educating the public about the meaning of carrying capacity and a 
need for a quota system. 

3. The park visitor should be encouraged to get away from the sight, sound 
and smell of mechanized civilization — and to hike and camp in the backcountry. 

4. Hotel-type accommodations, private automobiles, and car-camping should be 
phased out of national park units. 

5. The National Park Service should seek to establish federally financed 
scientific and social research units on the nation's campuses. A citizens' 
organization, Friends of Park Research, should be formed to support an expanded 
research effort. 

6. Expanded attention to the National Park Service's historical and archaeolog
ical programs is required. An accelerated research effort is a priority item, as 
is use of the Wilderness Act of 1964 to protect archaeological sites. 

7. The National Park Service should work toward the elimination of private 
ownership of buildings and facilities by concessionaires as a preliminary step 
to moving all such facilities outside the parks. 
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8. National park boundaries should, wherever possible, include entire ecosystems. 
Neighboring political jurisdictions should be encouraged to conduct their land 
planning and regulatory activities in ways which support the purposes of a park 
unit. 

PRESERVATION OF VALUES 

The Act of 1872 creating Yellowstone National Park coupled two purposes: 
preservation of the remarkable environment and use of the area preserved as a 
pleasuring ground. The National Park Service Act of 1916 also stressed both 
preservation and value of the parks as a source of pleasure for the people. 
Over the years, the National Park Service has developed a variety of interpreta
tions of those purposes, including the belief that they are in conflict, even 
incompatible. That is partially the result of the enormous recent popularity 
of the parks. Changes in transportation and in patterns of wealth and leisure as 
well as in popular attitudes toward nature contributed to the outdoor recreation 
explosion. Congress could not have anticipated those changes, and attendant 
pressures on the parks, when it passed the organic laws of 1872 and 1916. 
Consequently, the seeds of a dilemma between recreation and preservation appear 
in the legislation. We believe the dilemma is more apparent than real, and can 
be resolved, if the meaning of Congress in the organic acts if understood to be 
PRESERVATION FOR THE ENJOYMENT OF THE PEOPLE IN THE NATURAL VALUES BEING PRESERVED. 

The early parks, in other words, were established for the purpose of protect
ing and displaying certain special environments. Visitors expected to take their 
pleasure from experiencing those environments. It follows that the parks can 
only be enjoyed fully if they are preserved unimpaired. In the national parks, 
there is no dichotomy between preservation and pleasuring. Consequently, the 
preservation function, not the recreation function, should be the central focus of 
the National Park Service in the next hundred years. 

We therefore recommend: 

(A) Recreation in and enjoyment of the national parks must he in the terms 
of their preservation function. 

(B) Recognizing the rarity of wilderness in the United States in 1972 
compared to 18723 preservation of what remains should be given the top priority 
in all policy decisions affecting national parks. 

(C) Criteria other than the number of visitors should be used as measure
ments of park performance and as yardsticks for allocating appropriations; for 
example3 the quality of the visitors ' experience and success in preserving integ
rity of ecosystems. 

Although the first national parks were great wilderness areas, in recent 
years the jurisdiction of the National Park Service has expanded to include several 
other kinds of units, such as recreation areas. This expansion is welcome, but 
only if distinctions between the varieties of units is kept in mind by both 
management and the public. One way to approach the problem is to consider the 
varieties of value inherent in the natural world. We might detail the values, with 
a simple illustrative analogy, as follows: 
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(1) Material use -- A tree can provide lumber. 

(2) Beauty — A tree can be scenic and decorative. 

(3) Spiritual-symbolic — A tree can be worshipped, and it can be 

understood as a symbol of an idea or concept. This category of 

use does not necessarily involve the physical presence of man. 

(4) Recreation — A tree can be climbed. 

(5) Knowledge — A tree can be studied as a biological organism with a 

role in the ecosystem, or an historical object, for instance, a 

landmark tree on a trail. 

The National Park Service has jurisdiction over environment that contains 

these five values. The overriding problem in today's National Park System is the 

delineation and, in cases of conflict, separation of those values. To that end, 

we recommend yet another categorization of areas under National Park Service 

administration. The objective of the restructuring is to establish clearly in 

the public mind the dominant purposes and appropriate- uses of the various units 

in the National Park System. That is related to the need of protecting the 

dominant values of each unit. Our schema follows: 

(1) National Wilderness Parks. This category embraces the larger "national 

parks" and most parts of many "national monuments," as well as appropriate por

tions of some other kinds of units. A National Wilderness Park has as its 

dominant purpose the preservation of an intact ecosystem. People visiting this 

kind of park expect to derive their enjoyment from the wilderness being preserved. 

That expectation resolves any ambiguity in the 1872 and 1916 organic legislation 

with respect to park preservation and the pleasure of the people. It follows that 

visitors to the National Wilderness Parks must be prepared to accept a wilderness 

life-style if they intend to stay in the park more than a single day. Those 

desiring more civilized accommodations, particularly hotels and motels and their 

own mobile homes, have to accept the necessity of leaving the park at the end 

of the day to find such accommodations outside its boundaries. However, given 

the general excellence of major park roads and the speed of modern motorized 

transportation, this requirement does not exclude anyone from, say, a view of Old 

Faithful. Stated another way, this is a recommendation that the National Park 

Service get out of the hotel and motel business. Instead, it should be left to 

private enterprise — the accommodations industry will surely flourish immediately 

outside the parks if its in-park competition ceases. As a corollary, the National 

Wilderness Parks should specialize in camping. (For detailed recommendations see 

Visitor Management below.) 

(2) National Recreation Areas. rncluded here would be the present National 

Recreation Areas plus some National Seashores (although some, like Cape Hatteras, 

should surely be placed in the first category, above, with its present intrusions 

eliminated) and the National Riverways and Parkways. As opposed to the National 

Wilderness Parks, such areas would stress high density recreation rather than 

nature preservation. Motorized transportation, including off-road vehicles such 

as powerboats and dune buggies, might be permitted under appropriate regulations. 

Many more of these areas need to be established, especially near urban areas. 

Their presence as an alternative recreational opportunity would reduce visitor 

pressure on the National Wilderness Parks. 
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(3) National Landmarks. This category would include natural, historic, and 
environmental education landmarks as currently conceived by the National Park 
Service. Management in certain cases might be intensive and highly specialized. 
A National Landmark might occasionally exist as an "island" within a larger 
National Wilderness Park. The quarry in Dinosaur National Monument or the 
archaeological ruins in Bandalier National Monument come to mind in this respect. 

As a further aid in differentiating the parks, consider the reciprocal 
gradients in Figure 1: 

Figure 1 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE PROTECTION 

i OF NATURAL AND HISTORIC SITES 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE 

OF RECREATION 

B 

Toward the A end of the array are the National Wilderness Parks: 
Yellowstone, Glacier, North Cascades, Olympic, Mount McKinley, 
Glacier Bay, Isle Royale. Appropriate recreation is non-disturbing: 
hiking, climbing, and appreciation•of natural features. Here also 
are historic and prehistoric structures where no intensive visitor 
use is appropriate or possible. 

Toward the B end of the array are the recently authorized new 
categories including seashores, lakeshores, urban parks, cultural 
parks, etc.: Assateague Island, Cape Cod, Indiana Dunes, Sleeping 
Bear Dunes, Pictured Rocks. 

Note that the diagonal line does not go to the corners. This means 
that some appropriate recreation may be allowed at the A end of the 
array and that some natural and historic features should be preserved 
at the B end. 

Alternatively, the variety of parklands might be visualized in terms of 
a series of vectors: 

A 
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Alternatively, the variety of parklands might be visualized in terms of 
a series of vectors: 

VECTORS 

1 - Scientific/Historical 

2 - Spiritual/Symbolic 

3 - Aesthetic 

4 - Social 

5 - Recreational 

6 - Economic 

7 - Political/Legal 

8 - Cultural 

In Figure 2-A all of the forces 
affecting the National Park Service 
are assumed to have equal strength. 

In Figure 2-B the forces of 
scientific/historic, aesthetic, and 
spiritual/symbolic, have relatively 
great strength as in the case of a 
National Wilderness Park, influencing 
authorization and management. 

For a seashore, recreational, economic, and political forces would likely have 
great strength. The NPS unit would figuratively be off center in a different 
direction. 

In sum3 we recommend that the management of the various parklands conform to 
their dominant values. 



CARRYING CAPACITY 

The simplest meaning of this concept is the ability of something to 
absorb outside influence and still retain its essence. When carrying capacity 
is exceeded, that essence is lost. The problem is already crucial in many 
national parks. 

Carrying capacity may be understood to have three parts: 

Physical Carrying Capacity: This relates to the effect of visitation on the 
non-living aspects of the habitat. The ability of a particular terrain to resist 
trail erosion is one factor. So is its ability to "absorb" trails, roads, and 
other man-made objects. Conversely, when man-made features dominate the scene, 
the physical carrying capacity is exceeded and, in the case of a park, the 
preservation function aborted. Space also determines carrying capacity, notably 
in the case of a national landmark where the visitor objective is limited. 
Only a few visitors can stand in a ruin at one time. 

Ecological Carrying Capacity: This concerns the effect of visitors on 
park ecosystems. When the natural plant and animal features are substantially 
altered, ecological carrying capacity is exceeded and the preservation function 
aborted. More particularly, when the presence of visitors causes a particular 
bird or animal to vacate its normal habitat or behave abnormally (grizzlies come 
to mind), ecological carrying capacity has been exceeded. The "fishing-out" of 
a lake or stream is another illustration, as is the effect on flora of pasturing 
a horse on a mountain meadow. The ability to dispose of visitor wastes without 
damage to park ecosystems may prove to be the ultimate measure of ecological 
carrying capacity. 

Psychological Carrying Capacity: The most subtle and difficult, but in 
many ways the most important, component of carrying capacity concerns the effect 
of other visitors on the mind of the individual visitor. The assumption is that 
a certain atmosphere or setting is necessary in order that certain attributes 
of an environment be perceived and enjoyed. Levels of tolerance for other 
people vary, of course. At one extreme is the person for whom the sight (and 
even the knowledge) of one other camper or camping party in the vicinity detracts 
from the quality of the experience. Graphically, their attitude could be 
illustrated by Figure 3: 

Quality of experience 

Number of people 
encountered 
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At the other extreme are those whose chief delight in a park experience 
comes from association with fellow visitors. For them an empty campground would 
not only be a disappointment but a positively frightening prospect. A graph 
of their position would look like Figure 4: 

Quality of 
Experience 

Although more concrete data are badly needed, most visitors seem able to accept 
the presence of others up to a point (the psychological carrying capacity for 
them) . Thereafter the quality of their experience deteriorates rapidly, as in 
Figure 5: 

Quality of 
Experience 

Campground capacities already in effect at many parks reflect cognizance of 
the physical and psychological carrying capacity. Similarly, the closure of 
nesting areas to visitor use (the eagle nests along the Snake River in Grand 
Teton, for example) is a recognition of ecological carrying capacity. The 
routing of trails around fragile high Sierra meadows is an instance of physical 
carrying capacity. More restrictions of those types, based on careful environ
mental inventories of the parks, are recommended. 

The concept of psychological carrying capacity becomes crucial in regard to 
the preservation of wilderness. It is now indisputable that wilderness can be 
loved to death. Its worst enemies are its friends. Wilderness by definition is 
a region where man's presence is minimized. When securing a campsite becomes a 
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matter of competition between several parties, the perception of wildness 
vanishes. That points up the need for user quotas based on the physical, 
ecological, and expecially, on the social. At first glance such restrictions 
seem abhorrent, totally out of keeping with the freedom wild country should 
entail. But on second thought, we accept quota-type restrictions on almost 
every form of recreational activity. We buy tickets for the theater, and when 
the performance is sold out we wait for the next one or even for the next 
season. We don't insist on the right to sit on each other's laps. Similarly in 
regard to tennis, if the courts are occupied we wait our turn. Even in the case 
of public courts, which we support as taxpayers, we wait. We understand that 
if sixteen people crowd the court the result is not tennis. So we make reserva
tions, we wait, perhaps we don't even get to play that day. We may be displeased, 
but we accept it because we respect the integrity of the game. 

Wilderness is also a "game" that can't be played at any one time at any 
specific place by more than a few people. Respect for the quality of a wilder
ness experience demands that we accept more regulated use and quotas. The time is 
not far distant when the "right" to enter wild country may be distributed much 
like tickets to a concert or permits to hunt big game. There will be inconveni
ences and some people will inevitably be disappointed, but, like the tennis analogy, 
acceptance will result from an understanding and appreciation of the meaning of 
wilderness. 

We therefore recommend that: 

(A) High priority should be given to research directed at finding the 
physical, ecological, and psychological carrying capacity of every unit under 
the jurisdiction of the National Park Service. 

(B) This information should be the basis for the establishment and enforce
ment of user quotas to prevent visitation from exceeding the carrying capacity 
of the environment. 

(C) In setting quotas and accepting reservations, the National Park Service 
must realize that certain segments of American society are likely to be discrim
inated against. Special measures must be taken to insure this does not occur. 

(D) Recognizing that preservation has top priority, the National Park 
Service should not encourage visitation in excess of carrying capacity. 

(E) The National Park Service should explore means of visitor management 
consistent with carrying capacity standards, such as the use of earphone touring, 
binocular and telescope stations, alternate-day visiting, and dispersal of visitors 
into alternate areas. 

(F) The National Park Service should educate citizens and visitors on the 
meaning of and need for the carrying capacity and quota concepts to gain a 
broader basis of public support in its preservation function. 

(G) Because noise is destructive of solitude, the National Park Service 
should seek to have overflights by aircraft regulated, and explore other means 
to minimize noise intrusions on the ground, such as playing radios, which reduces 
psychological carrying capacity. 



VISITOR MANAGEMENT 

The adoption of a National Wilderness Park concept would challenge the National 
Park Service with questions of visitor management. As hotel-type accommodations 
are phased out of all National Park Service units, camping would obviously have 
to be provided for to a far greater extent than now exists. The National Park 
Service should adopt a policy of phasing out car camping as an activity incompat
ible with park purposes even before the more general exclusion of private autos. 
Two kinds of camping situations seem appropriate. 

(1) Shortwalk Camping: The concept here is to get visitors out of the sight, 

sound, and smell of mechanized civilization by camping a short distance (gener

ally no more than one-half mile) from a road access. The possibilities are 

exciting. Consider the way dead-end spur roads and feeder trails could disperse 

visitors along the rim of a canyon, or along a river, or through a valley. In 

each case the road would be kept away from the prime camping areas. Wood and 

water might constitute problems in some locales, but dry camping (carrying water 

from the road access) and provision of wood by the National Park Service are 

possible solutions. The concept of "fallow campgrounds," periodically rested 

from use, might also be fruitfully employed to sustain the quality of shortwalk 

camping. A spur road could simply be closed to camping for a season or more so 

that the land and vegetation could' recover. Mass-transit access is a desirable 

alternative to cars for the shortwalk camper. 

(2) Backcountry Camping and the Exploration Station: Like the weather, 

everyone complains about the concentration of visitors in small portions of the 

parks, but few steps have been taken to do something about this situation. As 

an aid in assisting backcountry campers, we recommend the establishment of 

Exploration Stations in the National Wilderness Parks. Located in park visitor 

centers, the Exploration Station would be prepared to rent or sell complete 

backpacking (or canoe camping) equipment, including maps, dehydrated foods, even 

hiking boots. The Exploration Station would include staff who could instruct 

visitors in the use of equipment, plan trip itineraries, and dispense a substantial 

dose of land ethic that would help insure safe and responsible backcountry use. 

That last task might be facilitated by a tape-slide presentation aimed at environ

mental education and wilderness courtesy. 

The Exploration Station might best be compared to the familiar ski school 

where a complete novice can secure all the equipment and instruction he needs 

to enjoy skiing. Another analogy is the canoe country outfitters of the Boundary 

Waters Canoe Area in northern Minnesota. One of those establishments boasts 

that you can enter the store stark naked and within two hours be paddling away 

from the landing fully equipped for a two-week trip. 

For a backcountry trip, guides would not be required; the idea is to prepare 

visitors to discover wilderness by themselves. However, if a guide is desired, 

one would be available. This is really only an extension of the current park 

"interpretation" program, particularly aspects such as Yosemite's cross-country 

skiing and rock climbing schools. Even more to the point is the wilderness tent 

camp program along Yosemite's High Sierra Loop Trail which is filled to capacity 

every season. Former Secretary of the Interior Walter J. Hickel's directive of 

June 18, 1969, to the Director of the National Park Service singled out this 

undertaking as a model for visitor management. However, the presence of those 
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permanent tent camps must be recognized as a prior nonconforming use of wilderness 
and should be replaced by backpacked tents. In some places, secluded Adirondack-
type shelters might be appropriate, those at Isle Royale National Park, for example. 

The Exploration Station would be an aid in defining the purpose of the National 
Wilderness Parks in the public mind. Their existence would underscore the idea 
that the enjoyment of this kind of park consists of visiting wilderness on its 
own terms and not on those of civilization. When Secretary of the Interior Rogers 
C.B. Morton directed the National Park Service on June 17, 1971, to "seek a new 
perspective of just how camping fits into our mission of protecting park resources 
for future generations, while providing today's and tomorrow's visitors with a 
quality experience," we believe he had in mind the kind of imaginative visitor 
assistance that Exploration Stations represent. There can be no more appropriate 
application of the National Wilderness Park concept than helping visitors enjoy 
wilderness camping. But here, as elsewhere in this report, it is intended that 
the concept of carrying capacity must be strictly observed. Exploration Stations 
should not be located where their presenae is likely to stimulate visitor use 
beyond the carrying capacity — particularly the psychological carrying capacity — 
of any part of a park. 

Transportation is another key aspect of visitor management. 

In the National Wilderness Parks, as opposed to the National Recreation 
Areas, backcountry motor travel should be categorically prohibited. That 
problem has crept up on the National Park Service before full awareness of its 
consequences existed. Rafts using outboard motors now regularly run the 
Colorado River in the heart of the backcountry of Grand Canyon National Park. 
Powerboating is the dominant form of off-road travel in Everglades National Park. 
Snowmobiles are permitted in Yellowstone and elsewhere. The age of individual 
mini-helicopters, which could place a visitor anywhere in a park within minutes, 
is almost here. The point is that cars are no longer the only threat to wilder
ness values. 

The converse of prohibiting motorized vehicles is that unmechanized off-
road travel should be encouraged and actively facilitated by the National Wilder
ness Parks to an extent consistent with the concept of carrying capacity. The 
Exploration Stations can obviously play a role here. So can the expansion of 
current rental programs such as rentals of bicycles and cross-country skis in 
Yosemite. Canoes and horses in selected places might also figure in this 
program. The objective would be to make it easy for the visitor to exchange his 
car for alternate, unmechanized means of transportation, which do not dilute the 
pleasure of discovering it yourself, the essence of a wilderness experience. 

Under the category of visitor management, particularly with reference to the 
National Wilderness Parks, we recommend: 

(A) The National Wilderness Parks should categorically exclude backcountry 
motorized transportation. 
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(B) In keeping with the directives of Congress and Secretaries of the In
terior 3 the Service should proceed rapidly in its wilderness classification program 
with emphasis on maximum preservation and protection of wilderness values inside 
the parks and with full public participation at all stages — not gust when the 
master plan is presented for final approval. 

(C) The concept of a 1/8 mile "buffer" zone around wilderness should be 
rejected in favor of a boundary that begins at the edge of civilization (at 
roads, etc.). 

CD) In keeping with the determination to maximize the amount of wilder
ness in the National Wilderness Parks, the "enclave" concept, which excludes 
"islands" in wilderness for more intensive development, should be abandoned. If 
overuse becomes a problem, quotas rather than enclaves should be turned to as 
solutions. Those who enter wilderness must be prepared to do so on the terms of 
wilderness. 

(E) Shortwalk camping opportunities should be expanded in all categories of 
parks . 

(F) The National Park Service should give the Exploration Station concept 
a trial in several National Wilderness Parks. 

RESEARCH 

Research concerning federal park lands is not new. A new concept of National 
Park Research Units proposed here has counterparts in the long-existing Fisheries 
Research Units and the Wildlife Research Units of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife. 

The National Park Service has never had a strong research component and until 
recently what has been done was largely in archaeology and biology, the latter 
being focused mainly on major wildlife species. The situation has improved 
recently because of a formal research structure, increased financing, and wider 
scope of problems being studied. However, only a start has been made, since 
the problems of the Service are of such scope and magnitude that a major research 
effort is called for. Along with expansion of existing efforts, we believe that 
new Research Units should be established in order to meet present and anticipated 
needs. 

The rapid increase in the number and variety of properties now administered 
by the Service, the expanding number of visitors to parks, and the variety of 
recreation activities, present the Service with mounting management problems. 
Resolution of the differences between the purposes for which the various units 
were established and the inherent values to be protected and the expectations of 
the public cannot be accomplished satisfactorily on an ad hoc basis. With 
responsibility for millions of acres of public property, a variety of irreplaceable 
prehistoric and historic structures, a large part of the nation's vanishing 
wilderness and grandest landscape, and with a need to serve the public's interests 
appropriately in these values, the National Park Service must have more knowledge. 



We recommend that the National Park Service seek authorization and funding 
to establish a series of Research Units on appropriate university campuses. 
Each such unit should have a major focus and responsibility such as ecosystematics, 
sociology and psychology, or planning, all matters of system-wide interest. 

Each campus unit should be adequately financed in order to meet the objective 
of the Service. An annual appropriation of $50,000 per unit would allow the 
employment of a senior staff person or two junior persons, a few student research 
assistants, and some funds for support (library, supplies, field work, etc.). 
A unit should be located only where the university is already strong in a given 
field and where the addition of the Research Unit would bring the institution to 
a state of national eminence and distinction. 

The goal should be to establish twenty such units, requiring $1,000,000 new 
funding per year. 

We believe that effective research requires a critical mass of investiga
tors that can best be established in the universities according to strengths that 
already exist. It is also logical that the studies undertaken in the University 
Research Units would be of wide interest to the Service. Also, the staff that 
would be paid by federal funds would be Service employees attached to the univer
sity units. 

A corollary is the need for further in-house strengthening of research at 
the Washington level, largely for administration, and in the individual parks and 
other major areas to work on the specific problems each presents. 

We recommend that the present funding for such research be increased to a 
$1,000,000 level to balance it with the suggested financing of the new University 
Research Units. 

While the research work done by staff scientists in individual parks would 
be of local interest or practical applicability to management, the University 
Research Units would work on more theoretical, basic, and widely applicable 
management problems. 

Potential subjects needing research are almost limitless.- Although the 
social sciences have not been thought by Congress to be a need of the National 
Park Service, that opinion seems to be changing. On the face of it, it is 
absurd to manage many millions of acres of public property, worth unestimated 
billions of dollars, serving hundreds of millions of citizens and know almost 
nothing about the park users. There is great need to employ the modern methods 
of survey research to learn the motivations and expectations of park visitors. 
Careful studies need to be made of the behavioral patterns of park visitors, with 
an effort to determine why people do what they do. 

The wealth of research opportunity in the great wilderness parks has attract
ed numerous investigators with their own support from colleges and universities. 
At various times in the past, qualified park personnel have been granted time for 
on-the-job research, but there has been little staff that wasn't subject to 
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extensive distraction from research by duties related to public and management 

needs. There is a clear need for a greatly enlarged scientific staff with a 

variety of skills and understandings to carry on much-needed studies. The results 

of such research would serve the public in providing richer and more varied 

information about the natural history of the parks and would be an important 

ingredient in management and planning decisions of the Service. 

Some research topics needing attention: 

(1) Cover-type maps of all wilderness parks and monuments should be 

prepared. They are basic to many other investigations and to solution of 

management problems. With modern multispectral remote-sensing techniques, such 

maps can be produced with great accuracy and sensitivity, with the apparent cover 

types being verified and refined by ground-truth data. 

(2) Ecosystem studies of the principal plant-animal communities of the 

several park units should be conducted. Such studies would include composition 

and structure and the principal food-chain relationships. 

(3) Life history studies of the leading animal species would identify 
their roles in the ecosystems. Although likely focussed on the larger animals, 
these studies should not neglect the role of the primary producers. 

(4) Special studies of the ecology of rare species would provide a basis 

for better protection and would at least provide a biological record should all 

efforts fail and the species become extinct. 

(5) Special studies of wilderness are essential so that its values and 

the reasons for wilderness protection would become more clear and convincing. 

(6) Studies of information and education 'content and methods in relation 

to park usage would increase the understanding by the public of the National Park 

System and of the public by the members of the Service. 

(7) Studies of audio-visual materials and methods would provide a basis 

for better communication about parks. 

(8) Park Service personnel problems should be studied. Most employees 

try hard but need assistance in public relations as well as a better grounding in 

the System as a whole. Particular efforts should be made to direct personnel 

loyalty to the national parks rather than the National Park Service. The effect 

of longer tours of duty at a single park should be studied. 

(9) Sociological and psychological studies of park visitors are needed 

for better understanding of visitor feelings and attitudes, expectations and disap

pointments, satisfactions and frustrations. 

(10) Studies of park planning, not only intra-park planning, but such 

planning in relation to regional opportunities and restraints are needed. In 

many areas there are opportunities for joint planning by federal agencies (NPS,USFS, 

BLM) and with local and state governments. 
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(11) Flowing from the above, would be special studies of the relocation 
of visitor services to the periphery of the great parks and wilderness areas, the 
reduction of all forms of mechanized travel within wilderness parks and the elim
ination of private vehicles (autos, motorcycles, motorboats and outboard motors, 
over-snow and all-terrain vehicles), peripheral zoning, the elimination of all 
State and Federal Highways within wilderness parks, and roadbuilding with strict 
adherence to low-speed scenic-road standards. 

(12) Studies of business administration, merchandizing, and quality 
control at concessions (if they are not eliminated) with a hard look at the 
economics are needed. In comparison with the gift and souvenir merchandise 
available at the UN headquarters, the Smithsonian, and many museums of natural 
history and art, park concessionaires deal in vulgar trash to a large extent. 

We believe that the National Park Service, by its efforts alone, will not 
likely become strongly research oriented in the foreseeable future and as a 
consequence will continue to deal with many critical problems on an ad hoc basis. 
In view of the Nation's understanding of the value of research for both private 
and public enterprises, the failure seems to lie partly with the people for failing 
to ask government for what they believe in and want. But bringing public opinion 
to bear effectively on decision making is not self-generating. There is a need 
for a citizens' organization to promote research into National Park Service prob
lems. Numerous citizen organizations, having deep interest in the National Park 
Service, already exist — National Parks and Conservation Association, The 
Wilderness Society, The Sierra Club, and others, for example. We recommend that 
they form a coalition as "Friends of National Park Research." With hundreds of 
thousands of members in those familiar organizations, and open to all interested 
persons, the Friends could certainly become an influential citizens' movement in 
support of the National Park Service. 

In sum, we recommend: 

(A) That the National Park Service seek to establish federally financed 
research units on a series of university campuses according to areas of subject 
matter interest to the Service and the qualifications of a university in a parti
cular field of interest. These National Park Research Units should address 
themselves to basic problems in the physical, natural and social sciences. 

(B) That a citizens ' organization, the Friends of National Park Research, 
be formed to help the National Park Service get adequate financing to support 
needed research on national park problems. 

(C) That while permanent staff researchers may make important contribu
tions to knowledge about the national parks, the specialized skills of extra
mural scientists should also be encouraged and supported. 



ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORY 

Archaeological sites within the National Park Service are a small part of 
the irreplaceable heritage of man's human past in the United States. The Congress, 
through the Antiquities Act of 1906, the National Park Service Organic Act of 1916, 
the Historic Sites Act of 1935, the Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and Execu
tive Order No. 11593 has charged the National Park Service with responsibility 
for the preservation of the Nation's historical and archaeological resources 
within Federal lands. Outside of State, Federal, and Municipal land, however, 
little if any preservation of that heritage exists. 

The Historic Sites Act of 1935 set up a country-wide historic and archaeolog
ical site survey by the National Park Service to record in a national registry 
important archaeological locations that might be considered for preservation. 
The Historic Preservation Act of 1966 widened that, providing federal grants for 
non-federal sites placed on the National Register, thereby directly involving 
the states in the survey of historic and archaeological sites. Executive Order 
No. 11593 expanded the Historic Preservation Act activities to other Federal 
agencies as well as to nonhistoric areas in the National Park Service. Through 
that legislation, then, a mechanism has been established for locating anywhere 
within the United States and recording, through the National Register, important 
historical and archaeological sites. 

Unfortunately, the guidelines for recording are not clear enough, nor is 
quality control strong enough to develop consistency in what is added to the 
National Register. Those elements of the program must be reviewed and stronger 
national guidelines and review procedures established, so that the National 
Register contains consistently high quality sites. 

In 1971, Executive Order No. 11593 encouraged the protection of all historic, 
archaeological, and related sites until their potential importance is evaluated. 
It is obvious that such was the intent of the National Register, as well. A 
site could be registered with strong sanctions against destroying it. Yet no 
legal sanctions have ever been developed to carry out that intention. If court 
power could be added to the Historic Sites Act to protect sites on the National 
Register, then there would be a strong means for the protection of cultural 
properties in the United States just as similar acts protect cultural sites 
throughout Europe. 

Once archaeological and historical sites have been located and protected 
within the National Park System, the problem of their preservation can be addressed. 
It has two dimensions. First, a low level of knowledge on how preservation can 
be achieved, and second, a low priority of funding for the use of existing preser
vation technology on sites already part of the interpretive program of the park 
system. 

Where attempts are made at preservation by the National Park System, results 
are often less than satisfactory, mainly because only incidental research has 
been carried out on the means of preserving archaeological sites. A major 
research effort is needed, directed to discovering how to preserve the wide 
variety of archaeological sites. Such research should explore all aspects of 
current technology. 
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In addition to needed research on preservation, a crash program is essential 
to review and preserve sites which are already on display; the large pueblos at 
Chaco Canyon and Mesa Verde are examples of sites that receive heavy visitation 
and are desperately in need of constant preservation attention of the best possi
ble quality. The Park Service must examine its priorities in that regard and 
decide what its trusteeship responsibilities are with regard to site care. 

Once sites have been located, protected by law, and preserved through stabi
lization, the question of how they are to be used can be faced. The first function 
of the National Park Service is obviously to preserve from vandalism, commercial 
development, or whatever, all of the archaeological sites within its areas. Many 
national parks, because of their very size, protect archaeological sites in a way 
that would not be possible on private land. These, then, become a resource for 
future enjoyment, research, and education. 

Related to the protection of unexcavated archaeological sites, is the wilder
ness aspect. A well informed national park visitor should be able to appreciate 
that just as he is able to see birds, mammals, trees, and wild flowers within a 
wilderness area of the park, so, too, he can see the remains of man's previous 
utilization of it in the form of archaeological areas. So, as well as protecting 
the sites from exploitation, the Park Service should also think of the sites as 
part of its wilderness inventory. 

Finally, there is the aspect of education. When an archaeological site has 
been excavated and a scientific report written on it, the results of the research 
then becomes part of the pool of knowledge available on man's prehistoric use of 
North America. The information can be utilized in two ways. First, the site can 
be covered up and protected by natural means and the results of the excavation can 
be utilized in an education program by Park Service employees in describing one 
of the asepcts of the ecology of the park. Second, if the site fits into the 
interpretative program of the park, it can be stabilized and used as a natural 
classroom or laboratory for seeing some stage in the development of man and his 
relationship to the unique environment of the Park. 

In summary we recommend: 

(A) A concerted effort should be made to -provide guidelines to generate 
consistency in the identification and addition of archaeological and historical 
sites for the National Register. 

(B) Legal and administrative sanctions should be added to the Historic 
Sites Act to permit the administering authority to protect archaeological and his
torical sites on the National Register from destruction and for possible future 
inclusion in the National Park System. 

(C) A major research effort should be undertaken, probably by contract to 
outside organizations, on the best methods for stabilization of archaeological 
and historical sites. 

(D) A regular assessment throughout the Park Service should be made of sites 
that need preservation, and funds should be allocated to keep up the stewardship 
responsibility of the Park Service in preserving these sites. 



(E) The Wilderness Act of 1964 should be used to protect archaeological 
sites within the jurisdiction of the National Park Service. Sites do not consti
tute "works of man" in a sense that disqualifies the setting as wilderness. 
Indeed, the best possible protection of sites would be incorporation within the 
National Wilderness Preservation System. Except in emergencies, non-mechanized 
research and restoration would prevail. 

(F) The National Park Service should utilize the results of scientific re
search for the upgrading of interpretive programs. 

CONCESSIONAIRE POLICY 

Entrenched concessionaires constitute a vested interest and a potential 
threat to the preservation function of the National Park Service. Special care 
must be taken with regard to long-term contracts, many of which are entered into 
without input from the public. Strict quality control procedures should be estab
lished for dealing with all park concessionaires. 

It is recommended that: 

(A) The National Park Service should work toward the elimination of private 
ownership of buildings and facilities by concessionaires preliminary to the move
ment of all such facilities outside the parks. 

(B) While that is being implemented, periodic review and recontracting 
procedures for all concessionaires should be established and enforced, with full 
public participation at all stages. 

(C) While (A) is being implemented, no expansion of facilities or program 
by a concessionaire should be permitted without prior public consultation and 
hearings and, where appropriate, submission of plans to an environmental impact 
evaluation. 

PARK NEIGHBORHOODS AND PRESERVATION 

It has long been known that the environment is indivisible, but the meaning 
of the concept for national parks is only dawning. Specifically, the parklands 
are dependent upon supportive behavior by the owners of surrounding lands. Pre
servation cannot take place in a vacuum. Perhaps the most dramatic present 
illustration of that fact is the situation involving Everglades National Park. 
The hydrology of South Florida, on which the health of the national park depends, 
is currently subject to massive disarrangement both in amount and in quality of 
water. As the recent nearly catastrophic drought suggested, the National Park 
Service needs help to perform its function in the Everglades. A similar situation 
exists in Redwoods National Park, where upstream clearcutting menaces parkland. 
The development of power plants in the Four Corners country threatens the quality 
of air in Grand Canyon National Park and other adjacent parks and monuments. 
The next century will certainly witness an increase in the number and severity 
of those threats to the preservation function of the national parks. The classic 
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illustration of the problem is Hetch-Hetchy, a municipal water impoundment in 
Yosemite, approved in 1913. 

Park neighborhoods are also important in that they provide alternative rec
reational opportunities. These areas act as siphons, draining off excess visitors 
who would otherwise crowd the parks or experience frustration in their attempts 
to enter under the quota system. Finally, the park neighborhood, in the sense 
of the whole of American society, must be encouraged to develop understanding of 
the purposes of the various kinds of parks. On such a basis of understanding, 
pride, appreciation and stewardship can be built. 

Recommendations: 

(A) National Park boundaries should, whenever possible, include entire 
ecosystems. Irrational boundaries are a problem for management and a disappoint
ment for visitors. 

(B) It must be recognized that parks cannot be preserved in a vacuum. 
Conduct and planning supportive of preservation purposes must be obtained from 
park neighbors. 

A GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 

Expand the National Park System to include all areas that qualify under 
current definitions of parks, recreation areas and other categories. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following report, prepared by a Task Force assembled by the Conservation 
Foundation, attempts to bring into focus the Task Force's concern for the National 
Park System's role in outdoor recreation. 

Beginning with a definition of recreation that places the stress on RE-creation, 
we have made a series of recommendations that we trust can be helpful as the 
National Park Service looks ahead to its next hundred years. We recognize that 
some of our thinking may not be completely innovative or different from ideas 
already set forth in existing publications or already thought of by governmental 
officials in and out of the National Park Service. We trust, however, that by 
making these specific comments and recommendations, weight can be given to them 
to assist in the implementation process. 

Visits to the Cape Cod National Seashore, the Indiana Dunes National Lake-
shore, Grand Teton National Park, and Yellowstone National Park have given the 
Task Force a first-hand view of the setting, staff, people, and area that make up 
these national outdoor resources. As individuals, members of the Task Force are 
intimately familiar with the multiplicity of existing recreational opportunities 
and potential programs. From individual expertise and a range of contacts from 
letters, reports, comments, and conversation with users, suppliers, staff, and 
neighbors — professionals and laymen -- we have had an opportunity to crystal
lize our thinking. 

While there may be some minor disagreements, in qeneral this report represents 
our consensus. One lack of agreement concerns the role of the National Park 
System and the level of its direct recreation program work in and near major 
population centers. In this regard, a separate recommendation is attached. 

Gunnar A. Peterson, Chairman 
February, 1972 



SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The National Park Service should not be called upon to raise the 
dollars necessary to solve all national recreation needs, but it 

(See also should assist urban people in learning what to do and how to reach 
#15) and use natural and historic park units. 

2. The National Park Service should remove the recreation classification 
from the National Park System. 

3. The National Park Service should interrelate ecological, behavioral, 
and educational research for each unit in the system. 

4. An inventory should be made of all possible indigenous activities in 
each area. This should be done by the National Park Service and the 
unit advisory committees. 

5. The National Park Service should receive more adequate appropriations 
for interpretation and activity training programs. 

5. The National Park Service should demand more from the concessionaires, 
particularly in training and service programs. 

7. Consideration should be qiven to the purchase and lease-back of con
cession facilities. 

8. Fees should be fair, but should not preclude certain users. A system 
should be developed to inform and motivate the potential visitor to 
redirect recreational use. The National Park Service should establish 
the position of Program Ranger. 

9. Interpretative programs must be taken to where the people are and to 
where their interests lie. Studies should be made of the constant 
shifting of personnel, in-service training for the understanding of human 
behavior and cultural deviations, and training to help the staff recog
nize when visitors need assistance. 

10. Advisory groups should be established for each unit of the National 
Park System and for each Regional Director. 

11. Regional planning should tie the parks to local community needs, to 
local zoning, and to potential for development. 

12. There should be a moratorium on any new park facilities until a master 
plan has been developed for the entire region. 

13. The National Park Service should end total individual reliance upon 
the private automobile. 

14. In areas of high demand, users should be required to reserve both facil
ities and services. 
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The Task Force is of divided opinion on the following: 

15. The National Park Service should have the responsibility of planning, 
acquiring, developing, and operating a system of national recreation 
areas within a 50-mile radius of the 123 urban centers of more than 
250,000 population. 

RECREATION 

To Task Force II, "recreation" means: to re-create the individual by exposing 
him to direct participatory experiences of the natural environment which depend 
upon activities indigenous to the environment rather than reliance on man-caused 
changes in that environment. 

THE TOTAL RECREATION PICTURE (Extent of NPS role) 

1. The National Park Service should not be called upon to raise the 
dollars necessary to solve all national recreation needs. 

The National Park Service can provide the leadership and the education 
in urban areas to define what parks are for, where they are, and what 
values they offer. The Service can also provide technical assistance 
and in-service training programs, both for park administrators and 
potential users. A central aspect of the regional planninq concept is 
to help states and localities play their appropriate roles in the 
national recreation picture. In short, the National Park Service should 
provide the data and leadership to help park programs, but not recreation 
across the board. The National Park Service should finance centers 
which will assist urban prople in learning what to do and how to reach 
and use natural and historic park units. But the Service should not 
be called on to finance city play areas. 

2. In order to help bring people to the parks, this task force recommends 
five program areas to The National Park Service: 

(a) mass media and development of programs to be used by the mass media 

for the above purposes; 

(b) Regional National Park Service office education programs: lectures, 

movies, resource materials (educational function of National Park 

Service); 

(c) cooperative locally administered programs, financially and techni

cally supported by The National Park Service; 

(d) traininq centers administered by the National Park Service for 

both potential consumers and local park administrators; and 

(e) federal subsidies to consumer qroups who agree to undertake traininq 

activities and to brinq people into the national park for indigen

ous recreational activities. 
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CLASSIFICATION 

1. Because we feel that all areas (natural, historic, and those now 
called recreational) have recreational potential as related to their 
indigenous values, the National Park Service should remove the recrea
tion classification from the National Park System. Preservation and 
use shall get equal attention in unit planning. The National Park 
Service must establish systems (educational, interpretive, programming 
leadership, management of visitors) so that use will be of a volume 
and character that does not impair the natural or historic values for 
which an area is established. At the present time there is no reliable 
information or new systems available to determine the relationship of 
use and preservation. Recreation within a unit of the National Park 
System must be compatible with preserving the natural environment and/or 
historic values. 

2 . The National Park Service should interrelate ecological, behavioral, 
and educational research for each unit in the System. For example, 
before more people are encouraged to use the back country, there is 
need to learn how this can be done, both in terms of facilities and 
proqrams, without damaging natural or user values. 

3. In keeping with preservation of the natural environment and/or historic 
values, the National Park Service should inventory the possible indig
enous activities in each area. This inventory should identify the 
recreational activities that: 

a) will create more significant use of the park on the part of the 
visitor; and 

b) will more readily preserve the values for which the unit was 
established. (For instance, motorboating may be indigenous to Lake 
Mead but not to Yellowstone Lake — raising the question of whether 
to allow use of a motorboat, and, if so, for what purposes.) 

4. The National Park Service and unit advisory committees should determine 
jointly what activities are indigenous. This determination should not 
be left to the National Park Service alone. (See the section on 
Advisory Groups). 

5. The inventory should be part of the master-planning process with public 
involvement thus assured. 

6. Each park unit has a purpose. In keeping with that purpose, certain 
indigenous activities should be not only allowed but encouraged, 
(e.g., What's wrong with camping in an historic area?) 

7. A Volunteers-in-the-Park Program should help implement all of the 
above sections. 
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PROGRAM PARTICIPATION 

1. We recommend that the National Park Service receive more adequate 
appropriations for interpretation and activity training programs. 

2. The National Park Service should regain control of the entire park 
program and deal more positively with that portion now delegated to 
concessionaires. 

3. Both National Park Service and concessionaire programs for providing 
participatory training, services, and interpretation, are inadequate 
with very few exceptions. The onus here is on the National Park Service. 
It must demand more from the concessionaires. 

4. At present, concessionaires are not required to relate their activities 
to the park unit, though some do so. Concessionaires must be: 

a) required to interpret; 
b) totally qualified to offer particular services (The mountain-

climbing guide must be first a mountaineer, secondarily an interpreter. 
The National Park Service can train the mountaineer to be an interpre
ter) ; and 

c) required to provide activities that are indigenous to the park and 
prevented from providing activities that are not indigenous. (For 
example, alpine skiing is not indigenous, nordic skiing is. Moun
taineering and guiding services have gone broke because of require
ments that alpine skiing also be provided.) 

5. Equipment to assist the user to participate in indigenous activities 
should be available on a rental basis through the concessionaires or 
the National Park Service. 

6. The National Park Service should decide what activities and facilities 
should be available to the public and assure that they are made available. 

7. The National Park Service should explore the possibility of purchasing 
existing facilities from concessioners, upgrading them, and leasing them 
back. The Service should undertake the basic capital investment; it 
loses control if the concessionaire makes the investment and is allowed 
a set-percentage return on a long-term basis. 

8. Specific services to be provided in hosting and other activities, 
including the types of sales material in gift shops, should be decided 
by the National Park Service and arranged under contract. 

9. If no concessionaire wants to bid, then the National Park Service must 
provide the service or determine that it is not needed. (Example: much 
advertisement of parks is done by concessionaires. They emphasize 
concessioner foci, not indigenous park uses. Therefore, the National 
Park System tends to attract people to the concessioners rather than to 
the parks themselves.) If a gift shop exists, it should add to the purpose 
of the park. Gift-shop material not related to the park or the region 
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detracts from the park experience. There is no need to sell junk in 
a national park. 

10. Fee structure. Fees should be designed to be fair, generally reflect 
costs, but not preclude certain users. (Example: If the National Park 
Service decides it is in the public interest to open Yellowstone to 
winter use, over-snow transportation into the park should be provided 
free or at minimal cost.) 

11. The National Park Service must take steps to develop a system (not just 
a brochure) to inform and motivate the potential visitor to redirect 
recreational use to counterbalance (undermine) present programs which 
emphasize car travel and concession facilities. (Example: A national 
guide, plus regional guides (cross-indexed) issued by the National Park 
Service or by other agencies should provide information on a number 
of areas to explore, and a variety of activities to experience. Such 
guides would not treat Yellowstone and Grand Teton as separate entities 
but would be cross-referenced with respect to opportunities for back
packing, motorboating, etc. Additionally, as described above, the National 
Park Service could provide information centers in large urban areas, 
to some extent similar to state travel centers. 

12 . The National Park Service should establish the position of Program 
Ranger. The job of this person is to take the would-be user into the 
park and help him develop both the skills and understandings which will 
assist him in direct use and better enjoyment of the park. The position 
combines recreation skills with interpretive ability. (Example: We 
find several smaller concessionaires trying to do a fine job of intro
ducing the user to indigenous enjoyment of the park. They appear to be 
at the mercy of the larger concessioners and perhaps offer services 
which ideally should have nothing to do with the profit motive. The 
National Park Service could offer such services on a national scale 
with appropriately low fees, or else should protect the concessioner that 
does offer these services.) 

13. The interpretation program must be taken to where the people are and to 
where their interests lie. It is our impression that the program up to 
now has been "come see what we have to offer." While this should be 
part of the overall effort, the interpretive program must go out and 
deal with the visitor where he is. There should be three phases of 
interpretive programs: 
a) beginning in the home community, through National Park Service 

offices and city centers which would help in planning and preparation 
for park visits. 

b) visitor center interpretation: For those users who come looking, 
there should be many and varied resources. (We found, for instance, 
that Yellowstone's Old Faithful Visitor Center, except possibly for 
the movie, has no educational message and only offers the visitor 
a few books to buy plus information as to the time of the next erup
tion of Old Faithful. We believe that in the winter it should offer 
the visitor both a geological message and full information as to 
how to use and enjoy Yellowstone Park in cold weather. At Cape 
Cod we were impressed with the "Please Handle" opportunities for 
first-hand acquaintance with displays.) 



c) field interpretation, the Program Ranger (see above). 

PERSONNEL 

1. This Task Force wishes to highlight three items in this area: 

a) the problem of constant shifting of personnel: In a short term 
of duty, how is it possible to become acquainted with an area, 
its problems, and the opportunities it presents? How is it possible 
to participate in realistic master planning? How is it possible to 
learn about users and their day-to-day problems?;' 

b) National Park Service personnel must receive more training and 
orientation which helps them understand human behavior and cultural 
deviations to the end that interpretive and activity programs can 
be made more relevant; and 

c) In-service training of National Park Service personnel and conces
sion employees to help them learn how to recognize when visitors 
need assistance and how to assist visitors in relating to the park. 
Vfe would support research and development programs to this end. 

ADVISORY GROUPS/PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

1. Advisory groups should be established for each unit of the National Park 
System and there should be a regional advisory group to each regional 
director. These groups must not be dominated by local or state political 
leaders. 

These groups should combine: 
a) political leaders; 
b) ecological and/or scientific experts (professionals); and 
c) consumers at local, state, and national levels, including various 

age and economic levels. All groups should pick, their own represen
tatives rather than having them selected by the National Park Service. 

MASTER PLANNING AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

1. A master plan should be prepared and approved by the advisory group 
before any development is undertaken in a park unit. This should 
apply to both new and existing park units. 

2. There should be a moratorium on any new facilities, including roads, in 
existing parks, until a master plan has been developed which takes into 
account the entire region and what it has to offer. Nothing should be 
built in new parks until a master plan exists. Not even a visitor 
center should be constructed until it is planned to include programs to 
help visitors use the park in appropriate fashion. 

3. National Park Service unit-planning should consider and make recommenda
tions concerning interaction of recreational facilities in an entire 
region. Such planning should encompass such regional programs as sewage, 
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water supply, solid-waste disposal, transportation, food, lodging, and 
other support facilities required for appropriate enjoyment of the park 
unit. The relationship among federal, state, and local governments 
should be considered. The role of such facilities as tennis courts, 
bowling alleys, and ball fields should be considered at other levels 
of government. Regional planning should tie the parks to local commun
ity needs, local zoning, potential for development, etc.) We believe 
that an adequate regional plan depends upon local zoning and that federal 
money should be used to provide needed incentives.) 

4. The Small Business Administration might be encouraged to give loans to 
businessmen who help advance National Park Service programs. Or, 
federal tax relief could be granted to landowners who agree to control 
land use in accordance with federal desires. The Task Force commends 
the National Park Service for taking steps in these directions in the 
master plans for Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks. Considera
tion should be given to other methods such as purchase and lease-back, 
purchase of development rights, scenic easements, etc. 

5. Facilities and developments should be compatible with concepts expressed 
in this report. (Example: Public transportation systems should be 
provided to encourage indigenous uses of the park, such as bus systems 
which facilitate one-way trail and boat trips.) 

TRANSPORTATION 

Transportation to parks, within parks, within the park region: 

1. The National Park Service should end total individual reliance upon the 
private automobile in order to enhance both the parks and the experience 
of visiting and using the parks. Perimeter parking, shuttle buses, 
monorail, etc. are among the alternatives. 

RESERVATION SYSTEM 

1. Task Force II endorses the concept that in areas of high demand, users 
should be required to reserve both facilities and services. However, 
we caution that a reservation system is not necessarily a panacea. 
In the process of curing one problem, we could raise others. (For 
example, a reservation system favors the sophisticated and experienced 
person -- against persons who are not used to making advance arrangements. 
The urban information center might help solve this. Reservation levels 
should be able to visit a number of parks on a single trip. This might 
be difficult if a lottery system, for example, is used.) 

* * * * * * 

A National Park is a tremendous medium for the development of an environmental 
ethic, especially since a greater percentage of the population now uses the park 
solely as a recreation resource. The fisherman, snowmobiler, hiker, canoeist, 
trailer camper, etc., must be made aware of the environmental problems facing the 
nation and the world. 

* * * * * * 
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The Task Force is of divided opinion on the following: 

The National Park Service should have the responsibility of planning, 
acquiring, developing, and operating a system of national recreation areas within a 
fifty-mile radius of the 123 urban centers of more than 250,000 population. 

The national park "system" is not a system but an agglomeration of areas 
set aside solely because of their unique natural or historic features which neces
sarily results in unit locations having little to do with population concentrations 
and the travel convenience of visitors. This has resulted in heavy use by those 
who can afford to travel and little use by those who cannot. Most areas are natural 
areas, and many park visitors seek a form of recreation which is incompatible with 
the purposes for which the parks were established. 

Because of a lack of convenient alternatives, park units have come under 
pressure to be all things to all people. Consequently, natural preserves have 
become public campgrounds, massive parking areas, crowded roads with huge shopping 
centers and other support facilities to service recreation seekers who could 
better be accommodated in a conveniently located regional facility which can 
properly provide activities associated with mass active recreation and trailer/ 
camping life. At present, these areas do not exist where the concentrations of 
people are. 

Regional recreation areas of 4000 acres or more have not been set aside 
by local jurisdictions or by states in sufficient quantities to fulfill the need. 
Consequently, the natural National Parks have been dropped into the same pot to 
fulfill the same needs as the active, trailer/camping recreation areas. Although 
funds were available through HUD grants on a matching basis to establish such areas 
in metropolitan regions, local and state funds have not been available for matching 
purposes. Emphasis has been placed on developing inner-city parks and recreation 
areas rather than on large regional ones. 

To make the National Parks a true system, a whole new layer of regional, 
urban-oriented parks should be developed and operated by the National Park Service. 
The NPS has demonstrated its ability to operate strictly urban parks in the District 
of Columbia as well as at the large-scale national level. Development of regional 
parks near the rich and the poor in the cities is not progressing rapidly enough. 
A planning program should at once be funded in all 123 urban areas to determine the 
land and other resources available for such a system. Funding for this purpose 
should be provided by Congress. Following completion of the planning, acquisition 
and development should follow immediately. Lands now held by other government 
agencies should be considered for transfer to this new system to make better use of 
these lands and to reduce acquisition costs. 

The nation has changed radically since the Park Service was founded. 
We are faced with different needs, and the Service can and should respond to these 
needs. However, in meeting these needs, great care should be exercised to bring 
the "preservation with use" principle to all areas at the highest degree possible 
— with greater emphasis than ever before in protecting great natural areas from 
misuse. The National Recreation Areas now in existence should set the standards 
for a vast new system. This new system should bring in not only regional recrea
tion in the traditional sense, but natural-area experiences to vast numbers of 
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people who now have no opportunity to enjoy or be enriched by such experiences. 
Examples of such areas are the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, Point Reyes 
National Seashore, the proposed Gateway National Recreation Area in New York and 
New Jersey, the Golden Gateway National Recreation Area, and even smaller areas 
such as Lake Berryessa, impounded by the Bureau of Reclamation just north of 
San Francisco. 

NOTE: Several members of the Task Force feel that there was inadequate 
discussion of all that this recommendation implies. The Task Force did agree, 
as indicated by our first recommendation, that there are limits on what the National 
Park Service should be asked to do. In other words, a line must be drawn somewhere 
-- and a number of Task Force members are not certain that this recommendation draws 
that line at the proper place. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The charge of Task Force III was to determine the extent to which the 
National Park Service should meet national needs in education, culture, and the 
arts. It was the judgement of this Task Force that the National Park Service 
has been performing a significant educational and cultural function since its 
inception, directed towards three consistent themes of national policy: nature 
preservation, historic preservation, and outdoor recreation. Today two new themes 
are taking shape, reflecting deep-seated national concerns: the need to preserve 
the total cultural heritage of this nation, in all of its diversity; the need to 
gain better understanding of man's role in the global ecology, and to adopt his 
activities in recognition of ecological constraints which become more obvious 
each day. 

Among other things, the National Park System is the world's largest and 
most generously endowed campus without walls. Ironically, it is the most under
used campus at the very time it is needed to serve the mounting needs of educa
tional innovation. The National Park Service is the professional bureau within 
the Department of the Interior that oversees this vast complex of properties and 
resources whose potential as an educational force in American society remains 
largely unrealized. The System and the Service are in a position to exercise 
initiative and leadership in forging new patterns of environmental education and 
cultural interpretation that must synthesize policies governing the management of 
public-domain lands with this deeper and urgent use of the national parks. 

The word "educate" literally means to "lead out." This is precisely the role 
we see educational programs playing in the National Park Service in the future — 
leading us out of the present ignorance or unwillingness to confront the real and 
overwhelming problems of environmental and cultural preservation of our nation 
and the world. If educational programs can lead many of us out of blissful ignor
ance, we should recognize that the "way out" is not one way, but rather many ways. 
It means creating, encouraging, funding and, above all, piloting a variety of 
programs with a variety of groups to investigate, research, teach, respond to, 
create from, and otherwise promote the highest environmental ideals. It also 
means fostering an understanding of the cultural pluralism that is the American 
legacy. 

The Service has the capacity to respond to this opportunity, but it will 
require a reordering of priorities throughout the System and Service at all levels 
of programming, budgetary allocation, and administrative decision-making. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. We recommend that the National Park Service embrace education as one of 
its highest priority missions. The National Park Service should develop formal 
linkages or cooperative agreements with all kinds of educational institutions. 
Parks should become satellite centers not only for major universities but for 
community colleges around the nation. The National Park Service must do more 
than passively provide a setting for such efforts; it must be a willing and contrib
uting partner in creating such programs. 

2. We strongly endorse current efforts at innovation now under way in the 
National Park Service: the NEED, NESA and NEEL Programs, Summer in the Parks, 
YCC, master plans based on the concept of car capacity, opening the master-planning 
process to the public. All are examples of existing efforts that should be 
strengthened. We urge that such attempts at the field level be given strong support 
at the administrative levels of Director, Regional Director, and Superintendent. 
We urge the establishment of an Office of Education with the National Park Service, 
an office whose prime function should be to serve as a broker between the field 
locations and the educational institutions. 

3. We recommend that the management practices and interpretive programs 
of the National Park Service be designed in ways that will explain, document, 
and demonstrate the concept of Spaceship Earth. All parks, seashores, lakeshores, 
wild rivers, historical monuments, and other National Park Service areas should 
be viewed as microcosms of this larger image. 

4. We recommend that the National Park Service promote educational research 
directed toward solving park problems — for example, research into the complex 
question of carrying capacity. This concept should be extended beyond the park 
itself. The world does not stop at park boundaries. A national park should 
typify to its neighboring communities the highest environmental ethic, and it should 
willingly serve as an agent to carry that idea into its environs. 

5. We recommend that the National Park Service recognize its responsibility 
to interpret and communicate cultural diversity. Implementation will take no 
less than an all-out effort to overhaul drastically its present interpretive 
effort. We are a pluralistic democracy, a nation made richer by its diverse 
population and varied ethnic patterns. Much that passes for interpretation is 
anachronistic, ethnocentric, and outmoded by recent scholarship. 

1. EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
IN RELATION TO OTHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

The National Park Service does not have to become an educational and cultural 
institution; it already is one. The Park Service boasts the nation's, if not the 
world's, largest, most generously endowed campus without walls. Unfortunately, 
in attempting to mediate between conflicting forces for preservation on one hand, 
and increasing, if not irresistible, demands for recreational use on the other, 
the Park Service has neglected its educational potential, or at a minimum has not 
assigned an appropriately high priority to educational programs. This is true, 
notwithstanding the profound commitment of the Service, both in Washington and 
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in the field, to develop new approaches to environmental awareness. Field personnel 
know that the nation and the world are experiencing an environmental crisis. 
These interpreters, naturalists, and rangers — as well as superintendents and 
coordinating regional people -- know that the stresses and strains of increasing 
population, increasing power development, increasing consumption, in fact all 
of the environmental problems confronting the world at large, are, in microcosm, 
experienced daily in our National Parks. What these people also know is that 
commitment of the Park Service acknowledged, it requires resourcefulness, in
genuity, bravado, daring, "sticking one's neck out," scrapping for limited funds, 
begging for more personnel, and overcoming the all-too-often accepted idea that 
people come to parks for pleasure only, in order to break new ground and develop 
educational programs adequate to the need. We know of many lively and innovative 
efforts currently in the works or under consideration in Park Service properties. 
But we also know that many programs are going begging, and that many fine, dedicated 
park personnel believe that priorities are topsy-turvy. We also know that we don't 
know about all of the programs. 

We believe that there are numbers of specific programs which deserve highest 
priority, both from the Service and from the Congress. Where such programs as 
we describe already exist in prototype form, they should be expanded. Where new 
structures are required (and they are not required in all cases) they should be built. 
In some cases new personnel will be necessary. In many instances, however, it will 
mean assigning existing personnel to roles which they are prepared to play but 
which, through misdirected priorities, they are prevented from playing. Our sugges
tions, however, do not necessarily mean deflecting overburdened park staffs from 
their present duties; they imply a willingness on the part of the Park Service to 
encourage planned use of park sites and buildings by educational institutions, 
foundations, and school districts. If these parks indeed belong to all the people, 
and they do, then the parks must be opened up to responsible individuals, groups, 
and institutions for a wide range of educational and cultural programs. 

In order for the Park Service to move into educational and cultural affairs 
on a proper scale, we recommend: that the National Park Service develop formal 
linkages or cooperative agreements with all kinds of educational institutions. 
Parks should become satellite centers not only for major universities, but for 
community colleges around the nation. Park environments should be examined, 
inventoried, and analyzed. And when we say park environments, we are thinking 
not only of the "natural setting," but the man-made, man-impacted environments as 
well. This means active research programs, not only by ecologists (as well as 
specialists in the natural, biological, and earth sciences), but by anthropologists, 
social and political scientists, and behavioral psychologists as well. It means 
thinking of park settings, in all their glorious natural splendor as sites 
capable of inspiring creative artists, poets, and musicians. Such programs 
should not be subject to the hit-or-miss approach that now seems prevalent. 
Perhaps an educational ombudsman could be hired by the Service, an ombudsman 
who would facilitate quick passage through the bureaucratic maze that currently 
exists. Perhaps an Office of Education should be established within the Service, 
an office whose prime function would be to serve as a broker between the field 
locations and the research institutions. 



2. EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
EXAMPLES OF NEEDED PROGRAMS 

As part of this formal linkage with educational institutions, we believe 
that the Service should much more aggressively develop NEED, NESA, NEEL, and other 
related programs. These splendid efforts are outstanding examples of environmen
tal education. Yet we wonder how broadly they are being implemented. Does the 
Service have, in every region, if not in every park, someone who is working with 
the school districts to promote NEED encampments? And to what extent are inner-
city school children being sought for participation? We do know where such efforts 
are being made (by Cape Cod National Seashore in the Boston area for one), but 
we doubt that the NEED program is being implemented with anything near the scale 
and urgency required. 

Once the Service gives full priority to educational programs -- particularly 
those involving research on one hand and creative art programs on the other — 
entirely new interpretive and communications possibilities emerge. We think that 
scientific-research teams should be required as a condition of work in National 
Parks to meet with the visiting public on a fixed, though not intrusive, schedule. 
This means that young graduate students, engaging in research on everything from 
erosion to wildlife management, from the behavior of crowds to the design of 
experimental outdoor living structures, should meet with the public -- and more 
importantly, share their interest and enthusiasm. The ability to communicate 
novel and complex ideas is a special requirement of the research scientist today. 
The visitor to the park will find his recreational visit enhanced by a deeper 
appreciation for the complex choices which he, as a citizen, must make. There is 
a potential here for a significant bridging of the generation gap, and education 
can provide the bridge. We believe that the artists-in-residence — those painters, 
sculptors, poets, filmmakers, and photographers; the novelists and folk singers, 
the composers and dramatists; all of those creative persons who should, in the 
future, be working in National Parks — should also be required to meet with the 
public. Our collective minds boggle at the prospect of exposing casual visitors 
to national parks to the profound and uplifting products of these creative 
artists. We see on-site exhibitions of original artworks, inspired by the location, 
providing the visitor with a deeper appreciation for the spiritual -values of the 
place. Concerts, poetry readings, pageants — all created and performed on loca
tion — open broad vistas of environmental education. There has been much talk 
about "bringing parks to the people," meaning acquiring physical sites near urban 
areas. This is certainly a worthwhile goal. But we think there is another meaning 
for the phrase "bringing parks to the people." Many visitors to a park need the 
meaning and the value of the park they are in brought closer to them. The artist-
in-residence, turned artist interpreter, joined by the research scientist, turned 
scientist interpreter, offers, we think, an unparalleled opportunity truly to 
bring parks to people. 

3. EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF THE NATIONAL PARK 
SERVICE AND PARK MANAGEMENT POLICIES 

Environmental education — inside and outside of the park — is not a peri
pheral mission of the National Park Service but an intimate and essential aspect 
of all its policies and functions. 
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We recall Mr. Mather's original 1918 working orders: "to faithfully preserve 
the parks in essentially their natural state...for the use, observation, health, 
and pleasure of all the people." Events since then have shown, and any look 
ahead reveals, that parks are preserved only by an understanding public, and they 
are used in pleasure only by a perceptive public. Hence, broad and deep public 
environmental education is clearly an implicit responsibility of the System. 

We believe there are five principal ways in which the National Park Service 
can strengthen its role as an exponent of a national environmental ethic. 

First, in its effort to create a meaningful relationship between people and 
their parks, the Park Service can more surely incorporate those problem-oriented 
strands of ecology, engineering, and esthetics that are emerging as the hallmarks 
of education, focused on crucial man-to-land relationships. 

Second, and more specifically, the National Park Service can use the past, 
present, and future chronicle' of the parks as the epitome of fragile spaceships 
dependent for survival on a delicate balance of natural processes and human hus
bandry. We cannot stress strongly enough the educational opportunities inherent 
in the telling of the dramatic story of the creation, the fostering, and the con
tinual protection of the parks as an example of an environmental ethic at work. 

So far, we have been talking about what you might call the overt role of the 
National Park Service in environmental education. There is a third role which 
may be even more significant — the covert message which the National Park Service 
imparts via its daily operations and acts. We are talking here about the environ
mental citizenship displayed by the National Park Service itself. The parks of 
all places must become models of such citizenship, demonstrating optimal man-
environmental relationships. Hence every management practice must be subjected 
to an ecological filter: "what educational message does this practice impart?" 
Among the basic guidelines that should be followed are: 

1. Initiate the principles of diversity and carrying capacity as controls 
over park development and use. 

2. Minimize public and administrative impact on natural resources. Creature 
comforts must give way to cultural values. 

If the National Park Service is to educate others, it must continuously 
educate itself. Opportunities must be expanded for tactical training and stra
tegic education of professionals, technicians, seasonals, and concessionaires via 
seminars, workshops, home study, and sabbaticals. Technical environmental-educa
tion channels should be established and used to the fullest within the Service, 
and top management should continue to be stimulated via feedback mechanisms from 
the public and National Park Service personnel. 

Finally, the research base for National Park Service environmental education 
must be shored up. We are shocked at the paucity of basic information about 
visitors and the lack of controlled experimentation with interpretive approaches. 
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4. EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE BEYOND THE PARK 

Throughout the nation, the concept of "local control" remains strong. Land-
use questions, zoning issues, construction codes -- even, in some cases, trans
portation rights-of-way as well as appropriate modes of transportation — are 
decided at the most local level. Yet we have seen again at Cape Cod, that the 
Service can exert an enormous influence over such traditionally local decisions. 
We believe that the Park Service can genuinely "educate" the public. And through 
the public, community and governmental leaders will seek and develop much needed, 
environmentally sensitive approaches to the use of land and water, to the develop
ment of mass-transportation modes, to an appreciation for recycling water and 
solid waste, and to the importance of constructing facilities which truly work 
with nature. Whether it be a carrot-and-stick approach (such as the carrot of 
"water" held out by the Grand Canyon administrator) or whether it be by the Ser
vice's example itself, this is an "educational" opportunity which should not be 
lost. The visitor to a National Park receives a variety of hidden environmental 
messages. Suffice to say that a casual and unprepared visitor who is forced to 
leave his car behind and experience the comfort and convenience of mass transpor
tation may well be inclined to approve, as resident and voter, such innovations 
in his home area. The same holds true for water recycling programs. If we know 
(as is the case in the Grand Canyon) that our lawns are watered with recycled 
water and that our toilets are flushed with recycled water we may be much more 
inclined to develop water-recycling programs at home. Perhaps of greater impor
tance is the Service's ability to innovate land use and zoning. The Cape Cod 
example should not be lost. Indeed, it should become the "educational model" 
for the future. The entire Cape has the sense of being a National Park, though, 
in fact, we know that is not the case. Linkages to other levels of government, 
as well as linkages with educational institutions, should be considered within 
the broad context we are defining. 

Education for planning can be construed as a basic educational role of the 
National Park Service, a role consistent with its tradition and in accord with 
many current activities. The Yellowstone experience in 1872 constitutes the first 
explicit example of land-use planning in the nation. While most National Park 
Service land planning in the past has been confined to park holdings and geared 
to the objectives of nature conservation, historic preservation, and outdoor 
recreation, the function has expanded significantly in the post-war period, and 
can be expected to become more greatly diversified in the future. 

a. We believe that the National Park Service, because of its broad mandates 
and wide spectrum of holdings, is uniquely qualified to exercise national leader
ship with respect to the philosophy, practice, and process of land use and environ
mental planning. We believe this should be regarded as a legitimate educational 
activity, not only within parks themselves, but with respect to surrounding commun
ities and regions. The land-planning function of the National Park Service could 
serve as a catalyst for enlightened land use beyond park boundaries. 

In terms of the park, and the captive audience which comes to the park, the 
master plan could be used as a major component of the environmental-education 
interpretive program. For example, the recently developed plan for the Grand 
Canyon is based heavily upon the ecological concept of "carrying capacity." 
This document, the thinking behind it, and efforts to implement it, could be 
used to explain this ecological concept to park visitors and to relate biological 
factors to human behavior. 
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But the concept of "carrying capacity" does not stop at the park boundaries. 
Such things as transportation, water supply, solid-waste disposal, and appearances 
of park approaches frequently necessitate working with other units of government 
and the creation of new institutional arrangements: Joint Planning Teams, Citizen 
Advisory Councils, Public Hearings, Planning Review Procedures. We view these as 
positive and encouraging developments which can help to advance the concept of 
participatory planning. They should be regarded as legitimate educational efforts 
within the National Park Service, with appropriate support in terms of funding 
and personnel. 

This will become increasingly important in the future, not only in attempting 
to deal with problems of the buffer zone, but in more recently designated National 
Park Service areas such as the Cape Cod National Seashore, Fire Island, the 
Delaware Water Gap Recreation Area, and the Connecticut River Cultural Park. 
These constitute a new kind of park, a mixture of public lands and private hold
ings which intermingle with community and regional planning activities. Here 
the role of Park Superintendent becomes that of ambassador, and many conflicts 
will have to be resolved, and compromises made, through the planning process, 
involving other units of government, other public agencies, and private interests. 
It will provide vast opportunities for stimulating a new range of educational 
strategies. 

b. We believe that the National,Park Service should give priority attention 
to exploration of the park "district" or "zone" concept as a means of providing 
support for land-use and environmental-protection policies of surrounding communi
ties and regions. Zoning can provide common ground on which park and municipality 
can join forces in the interest of wise land use and environmental preservation. 

National efforts are being made to develop land-use and urban-growth policies 
and plans. The National Park Service could make significant contributions to these 
efforts in many parts of the country — at the same time assisting in the imple
mentation of regional environmental-protection programs in the areas of air and 
water pollution, solid-waste disposal, and scenic preservation — by introducing 
the park-district concept. This is a planning control device that has been 
developed in other countries, particularly Great Britain, but one which has been 
little used in the United States. I t holds particular promise with reference to 
recently designated National Park Service areas -- national seashores, riverways, 
trailways, waterways, scenic highways, recreation areas — which, in most instances, 
represent a fabric of public lands and private holdings. It could also provide 
a mechanism for dealing with the problem noted above — the buffer zone, common 
to all parks. 

c. The National Park Service should explore ways in which radio, television, 
and other forms of communications media might be utilized to convey the park 
message into areas beyond its boundaries. 

The need for educational possibilities that can be derived from this kind of 
cooperative venture has been underscored throughout the course of our investiga
tions. But to capitalize upon this potential will require a basic policy accommo
dation on the part of the Federal Communications Commission. We urge that the 
National Park Service, together with other federal agencies with direct and indirect 
responsibilities for environmental education, take immediate steps to formulate 
national policies directed towards this goal. 
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d. The National Park Service should cooperate with private commercial, 
industrial, and manufacturing interests in ways that would facilitate use of new 
technologies and materials of an experimental nature, with reference to the Spaceship 
Earth model. This would involve new policies for concessions within Parks. It 
would mean the encouragement of experimental architectural and design projects for 
purposes of demonstration — showing the public what is possible — and as a means 
of testing public reactions. It would mean deliberate efforts to search out -- in 
cooperation with private enterprise — the most current technology for such things 
as solid-waste disposal, transportation, heating and cooling of buildings, lighting, 
communications. It would necessitate close collaboration with neighboring commun
ities in seeking progressive solutions to a range of environmental problems 
created, in part, through the existence of the park itself. 

In brief, we suggest that the National Park Service seriously consider its 
role as an agent for change. The National Park Service has been concerned with 
past history, ecological and cultural; and with living history, summer in the 
parks, the cultural park. We suggest that it might well become concerned with 
future history. This would mean discreet efforts in collaboration with private 
research and development concerns and manufacturing enterprises to use portions of 
most parks and, perhaps, to develop entirely new parks for tomorrow — models for 
living, in which man lives sensitively with his natural environment. 

5. EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF THE NATIONAL PARK 
SERVICE IN A PLURALISTIC SOCIETY 

The National Park System grew out of mixed motives. On one hand, there 
was strong idealism to set aside for a long future the great scenic and geograph
ical wonders of the United States — viewed with awe from distant urban centers. 
On the other, there was a determined effort to commercialize these natural attrac
tions by railroads and concessionaires that desired to bring the urban dwellers 
to the parks. 

After a half-century of experience, the National Park System was incorporated 
into a National Park Service. To it was added the function of preserving the 
great antiquities and historic sites deemed to be of national significance to the 
nation. 

The National Park System embraces almost three hundred separate units. A 
majority of these are concerned with history. What is a preponderance in numbers 
stops with that measurement; in terms of acreage, personnel and budget, histor
ical areas come off poorly. Task Force III recommends a drastic upgrading of inter
pretive programs. Historic sites suffer from a lack of interpretation and from 
misinterpretation. The pluralistic point of view, that of the Indian, black, 
Mexican-American, is notably lacking. 

The National Park Service remains predominantly a land-management agency. 
Humanistic, social, and scientific concerns, interpretation and education — 
though represented by highly motivated and articulate personnel — are too often 
relegated to a low rung on the ladder of priorities and are stifled by a too-
ready response to satisfy the creature comforts of the park visitor. The imbalance 
of priorities is shown dramatically when one compares the relative position 
occupied by interpretation and maintenance functions. Of the National Park 
Service's 7,000 employees, 20 are involved in historic preservation. Among the 
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first programs to be cut is interpretation in the field; among the last to be cut 
is mowing the grass. 

As the nation urbanized, people moved closer to the parks. Accessibility 
to park areas has grown faster than have programs to cope with this new demand. 
Now 100 years old, the National Park System is challenged as never before to accom
modate people. Recognition of the national park's fundamental educational role 
has never been more urgent. 

We believe the National Park Service should recognize its responsibility to 
interpret and communicate cultural diversity. We are a pluralistic democracy, a 
nation made rich from the diverse population and cultural base from which we 
spring. While we do not suggest that the Service is presenting a white man's 
view (or a northerner's view) of historical events, we do think it is very impor
tant that the Service undertake a tough-minded reevaluation of what is being 
"officially" said in all historical interpretative programs. It is our judgment 
that interpretive programs are too often narrowly conceived, unimaginatively 
presented, and out of touch with contemporary scholarship. If necessary, special 
citizens' groups (with minority representation) or new scholarly groups should be 
appointed to evaluate and revise such histories. It would also be wise for the 
Service to identify and acquire new sites having special historical importance 
to minority elements in the broad spectrum American culture. This is particularly 
important with respect to sites and structures having significance.to black Ameri
cans. Only three units in the National Park System reflect the story of black 
people in the United States. Many black Americans do not — and often with good 
reason — think of the National Park Service as their service or a trustee of their 
legacy in the land. Related to this issue of education and cultural diversity is 
our conviction that it is important for the Service to encourage the hiring of 
minority groups in interpretive positions. It is not only a question of fair-
employment practices or simplv good public relations. We think it is essential 
tnat visitors to National Parks meet with, and be guided by peoples representative 
of the nation as a whole. It is also important at Indian sites, we think, for 
knowledgeable Indians to serve as interpreters. While'we cannot speak defini
tively, we believe that there is a woeful lack of Indian interpreters in National 
Parks which are important to Indian culture. However, this is not meant to imply 
that blacks should be guides in city parks and nowhere else. Quite to the contrary, 
the Service should, as a matter of policy, place all groups in all parks. 

We suggest that perhaps the name "park" too narrowly describes the array of 
areas and values — parks, seashores, lakeshores, monuments, historic sites, and 
recreation areas — that together make up the National Park System. The whole is 
greater than the sum of its parts. Serious consideration should be given to a 
more comprehensive name such as the National Heritage System. 

CONCLUSION 

The job of recreational engineering, Aldo Leopold said, is not one of building 
roads into lovely country but of building receptivity into the yet-unlovely human 
mind. It is given to the National Park System to increase park use, not by playing 
the numbers game, but by making each visit really count. 

It is within the broad framework of Leopold's wise counsel, together with a 
sense of urgency, that the foregoing recommendations are presented. Task Force III 
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realizes that few, if any, of the thoughts articulated in the preceding pages are 
new. A consistent finding throughout our study of National Park Service proqrams, 
and especially through our discussions with field personnel at various levels 
and witnin several park units, is that this sense of urgency and recognition of 
the need for change is widespread throughout the National Park Service. Time and 
again we have been told, "We don't need any more new ideas; what we need is 
increased support for new programs and designation of new priorities." 

What is required is a reordering of priorities within the National Park 
Service so that our National Park System leads the way toward environmental wisdom 
and a heightened sense of our national pluralistic tradition. If the National 
Park Service accepts this challenge and pursues its realization, our national 
parks will become not just remembrances of things past but a microcosm of the 
broader landscapes and fairer days that are within our grasp if the American 
people act with boldness and imagination. 
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PREFACE 

Task Force IV submits this report with mixed emotions of reluctance and 
eagerness: reluctance, based on the knowledge that its efforts, though intensive 
and dedicated, were only the beginning of the study and research necessary to the 
subject; eagerness, fueled by the importance of the opportunity and the urgency of 
the current situation. 

The Task Force met as a group three times, for a total of seven days of work
shops. It visited and studied: 1) the Boston-Cape Cod area; 2) the Miami-Everglades 
area; and, 3) the New York City-Gateway area. In addition, it intensively reviewed 
reports, plans, and literature dealing with Catoctin, Gateway West, the Indiana 
Dunes, Washington, D. C.'s "Summer in the Parks," Philadelphia historical sites, 
Harper's Ferry, and Shenandoah. 

Individual members of the Task Force undertook special study projects at the 
request of the group. Their reports are appendix documents, representing part of 
the working data of the Task Force. The issues covered include: Accessibility, 
Accommodation, Activity, Availability, Area, and Case Studies. 

The list of documents and reports from the National Park Service, Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation, and a host of private organizations concerned with conservation, 
recreation, and urban problems is too long to be reproduced here. We are satisfied 
that our review considered more than a representative sample of the points of view 
and research data available on the subject of our concern. 

Mark Battle 
Chairman 



INTRODUCTION 

The exploration and study of Task Force IV into the nature of the relation
ship between the National Park Service and urban America revealed several problems 
of major proportions demanding resolution today and requiring new policy directions 
for the future. Among those problems were the following: 

1. Shall the Park Service permit itself to become a "wilderness land 
bank," increasingly concerned with preservation and conservation and 
oriented only to the accommodation of people to the extent that they 
don't threaten the land? Or, shall the Park Service look first at 
the needs of Americans and then plan parks and recreation services 
designed to meet those needs, viewing the land as a resource? 

2. The wilderness, in current National Park Service terms, is neither 
available nor accessible to most of the urban population. Transpor
tation is inadequate, education inappropriate, and interpretation 
falls far short of providing the basis for identification among 
minorities of color and women. 

3. State and city park services require special help. Their standards 
of planning and operation and their monetary resources are inadequate 
to the challenge of urban America. 

4. National Park Service land resources, in their current locations and 
present design, offer limited capability to accommodate the require
ments of urban populations for outdoor recreational activity without 
serious threat to the ecology. 

5. Though provision of recreational opportunity is inherent in both the 
mission and the current activities of the National Park Service, that 
mission and those activities are inadequate to the needs of urban 
America. 

The search for solutions to these major problems and their many ramifications 
led the Task Force unerringly to the conclusion that only bold new policy directions 
could assure the National Park Service a role commensurate with this opportunity 
during the next 100 years. Hence, the recommendations that follow. 



Organization 

Creation of a National Park and Recreation Service, merging into one unit, 
the programs, functions, and staff of the National Park Service and the Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation. 

We see this as a first imperative for extending the federal park and recrea
tion program to all classes of American society. Our national system of parks and 
our national program for providing public recreational opportunities cannot logi
cally be separated institutionally or functionally if we are to meet effectively 
present and future needs. 

The incorporation of these two agencies into a National Park and Recreation 
Service would provide an opportunity for central leadership which does not now exist 
at the national level. It would also facilitate expansion and extension of the 
restructured Service with its program resources and talents into the city. Such 
reorganization could encourage changes in ideological perspective, personnel, man
power training, management, and operations suggested in other recommendations of 
this report. The Service would further have the potential to devise integrated 
plans of urban park development and management among federal, state, and local 
governments. 

An essential task for the reorganized Service should be to set national 
recreational goals. These should be aimed at meeting the needs of the American 
consumer--all Americans--and matched with socio-economic and demographic character
istics. The next essential step should be to develop a national program to meet 
these goals. 

We recognize that the kind of resturcturing and reorientation recommended here 
may contain implications for federal reorganization of agencies and functions that 
reach beyond the National Park Service and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. As 
a prototype for careful review and consideration, we suggest the recommendation 
by the President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization (the Ash Council) _I 
for a Department of Natural Resources. 

Development of an extension service to assist local park and recreation 
departments in planning, management, education, and interpretation. In the same 
way that the United States Department of Agriculture has extended its expertise in 
animal husbandry, production, and farm maintenance to the American farmer, the Park 
Service should design a program which would extend its proficiency to the park and 
recreation departments of the nation's cities, towns, and counties. 

Expansion of the Department of the Interior's Advisory Board on National 
Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings, and Monuments, as well as the establishment 
or reactivation of advisory committees to each physical unit of the Park System. 

We do not believe that the Advisory Board on National Parks represents the needs 
and interests of the full socio-cultural range of American society. The present 
membership of the Board does not reflect the broad range of social and economic 
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classes that the National Park Service is presumably set up to serve. 

In addition, we are aware of a certain insular tendency on the part of the 
National Park Service to deal more closely and comfortably with those elements of 
society who are most sympathetic to its natural preservationist preference and 
supportive of its basic management approach. This is understandable. Traditionally, 
the fight for, and provision of places for outdoor recreation has been dominated 
by the conservationist and the nature lover. These individuals, as Roger Revelle 
has observed, are "more concerned with the enhancement of the resources than with 
the needs of people."fV But Revelle also points out that "recently, it has occurred 
to some of the more advanced thinkers on these matters to ask about demand as well 
as supply." We think the full range of consumer preference needs representation 
on the National Advisory Board. 

Furthermore, advisory bodies to each physical unit of the Park Service should 
be restructured to reflect a broader constituency of social, cultural and economic 
interests. Where such advisory units do not exist, they should be created. 

Management and Manpower 

Exploration and use of every opportunity to involve youth and older people 
in the planning, development, management, and utilization of the parks. 

These two age categories--youth and the elderly--are the largest growing segments 
of our population. Both share a need for the recreation and release that a park can 
provide. Unfortunately, they often have been opposing and abrasive factions in the 
urban park setting. 

This circumstance should not, and need not, occur. Through the involvement 
of both age groups in the planning of park facilities, as well as in their manage
ment and operation, compatible and even complimentary uses can be designed which 
will permit full use of the park by both groups. 

One program for youth involvement that has potential for application in urban 
parks is the student conservation program conducted in national parks and national 
forests by the Student Conservation Association, Inc. 

Special efforts should be made to achieve significant representation of poten
tial urban park users and park personnel with regard to age, sex, ethnic, and general 
social backgrounds, and to increase the number of personnel trained to insure quality 
service to expanding numbers of park users. 

A progressive management role of the Park Service in the future will require 
additional personnel training and retraining in order to respond to the needs of 
the park user, and to cope effectively with the social problems increasingly trans
ported to the national parks. Here, we are concerned not only with the maintenance 
of law and order within the parks, but also with assuring the availability of posi
tive, creative leadership in utilizing leisure time through the resources of the 
National Park System. 
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Research 

A greatly expanded program of research into the sociological aspects of park 
and recreation usage by urban populations is essential for extending federal park 
and recreation capabilities into urban areas. We know too little about the demo
graphic characteristics of potential park users, their types and patterns of recrea
tional activities, their space requirements, and the functional design of facilities 
to meet their needs. 

This is especially true of the urban park which, by and large, is still being 
planned and designed for what is perceived to be the recreational preferences and 
aesthetic tastes of middle- and upper-middle-class users. The grand scale of space 
and design, popularized by the Olmstead school of landscape architecture, is no 
longer applicable or particularly practical as a model for urban park development. 
Unfortunately, most of our core cities have become, or are in the process of be
coming, cities of the poor. To these deprived urban dwellers, public park and recrea
tion facilities are perhaps one of the most important amenities in their environment. 
Yet we pay very little attention to providing them with the kind of opportunities 
they would find most enjoyable. 

In the treatment of urban parks and recreation, there is a tendency to visu
alize urban users as a homogeneous mass. Yet we know that the requirements of 
different segments of the urban population vary widely. Children, youth, the elderly, 
students, young unmarried persons, married couples with and without children, 
various income groups, people at different levels of education, persons on day and 
night work schedules, as well as other significant definable groups--all these 
peoples have differing needs and requirements. 

Our parks must allow for the fact that all people don't want or need the same 
facilities. There must be variety and selective options. For example, the National 
Academy of Science observed in a 1969 report that: 

Among low-income Negroes, most recreation seems to be sex-heterogeneous. 
Among youth, boy-girl recreation, the drama of mating, is significant. 
Among all age groups, family picnicking, a type of harvest rite, seems 
frequent. Apparently, the association between recreation and sexuality 
differs across class lines. Very little federally sponsored recreation 
makes provision for supervised playing out of the mating drama, and its 
provision for family outings places more emphasis on aesthetic contem
plation of nature than on the harvest rite.fV 

A better comprehension and attentiveness to the requirements of space, scale, 
and amenities of design must be gained in order to do a better job in the planning, 
design, and development of park and recreation facilities. 

In order to optimize the use of our urban parks and to make them more relevant 
to the needs of the user, we must learn more about the definition and use of the 
basic element--space. At present, we seem to know very little about such crucial 
matters as space, territory, and human movements. 
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We are beginning to understand, however, that man--like lower animals--moves 
in orbits of activity, and we speak of certain spatial volumes as individual and 
collective territories. Further, we define these spatial domains in terms of the 
animal's inclination to defend them against intruders and to "egress" against these 
intruders when they violate the boundaries of his territory. In civilized man, 
aggression is highly socialized; so we cannot always use this form of overt be
havioral expression as an index. Nevertheless, we readily observe the importance of 
the game, "King of the Mountain," to most youth, the defending of "turf" by the 
urban gang, and the protection of property and homogeneous middle-income communi
ties through zoning laws, institutional racism and other legal and illegal public and 
private practices.4/ 

Systematic research by qualified social scientists needs to be undertaken to 
establish some basic understandings of what this Task Force terms the "Five A's" 
of urban park and recreational needs: Availability (propinquity, the opportunity 
structure); Accessibility (spatial distribution); Accommodation (usage, adaption 
to user); Area (size and design); and Activity (functional use). 

Our earlier recommendation, for the merger of NPS and BOR into a National 
Park and Recreation Service, could facilitate this recommendation by bringing BOR's 
recreational research responsibilities more sharply to bear upon the urban area. 

Planning 

An immediate inventory of all public lands in the United States to assess 
their capacity for meeting public recreation needs. 

Such an inventory should include all military lands which are now, or are 
likely to be, declared surplus to defense needs. It should not be strictly an 
acreage inventory, but should concentrate on determining the best use of the lands 
from an ecological point of view, matched with the demographic characteristics of 
the surrounding population, its economic and social make-up, leisure-time availa
bility and habits, and market characteristics. Such an inventory and classifi
cation is an essential prerequisite for planning the future park and recreation 
program of the Nation. 

Focusing on potentially available federal lands, the National Park Service--
or a new National Park and Recreation Service--should bring its planning competency 
into the regional metropolitan planning process to assist in the development of 
areawide park and recreational programs. Such a program would fit logically within 
the context of new federal requirements for metropolitan regional planning acti
vities, and could complement and enhance BOR's requirement to develop statewide 
and national outdoor recreation plans. 

New and unconventional means of providing urban park and open space need to 
be thoroughly explored in the planning process. The potential for public park 
and recreation areas on roof tops, the use of vacant lots, the closure of streets 
to automobile traffic, and the decking of inner-city freeways to provide parks and 
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promenades over the roadway are all being used in some areas, and deserve more 
attention in the urban park planning process. These practices offer a tremendous 
potential, not just for providing open space and recreational opportunities, but for 
enhancing and even sustaining the amenities of a neighborhood or a district. 

As one example of an innovative opportunity that can be seized, the State Park 
District for the City of New York has proposed the development of a large park area 
to be placed on the top of a sewage-treatment plant now under construction in the 
Hudson River off Harlem. 

Mass-transportation facilities to link the inner city with those National Parks 
and Recreation Areas that are relatively nearby must be explored and provided. 

This is essential for two reasons. First, the National Parks and Recreation 
Areas simply cannot assimi-late and accommodate the traffic that will converge upon 
them during a crowded weekend if most visitors come in their private automobiles. 
Second, in most cases the inner-city resident does not have a car anyway, and most 
likely will not have the means to rent one. 

Potential for the use of public transit equipment on its "down time" during 
weekends and holidays is one possibility. The use of public ferry services to 
national beaches and seashores is another. In some cases, the development of rapid 
rail transit may be the most logical answer for getting people to parks comfortably 
and with relative ease. All of these means should be thoroughly explored. But even 
the best transit facilities see little use unless the cost of a ride is kept very 
low. As the New York Times stated in a recent editorial on the Gateway National 
Recreation Area: 

By and large, they [the users] are people with low incomes, for whom 
a day's outing has to be extremely reasonable or extremely rare. A round-
trip by subway and bus at $1.40 per person would come to $7 for a family 
of five--a substantial bite out of a meager pay check. Ways of reducing 
the cost of getting to the park can and must be worked out--from a possi
ble subsidizing of the bus shuttle by the city to a schedule of low-cost 
Sunday fares for family excursions, comparable to the special rates now 
accorded senior citizens.V 

Education and Interpretation 

Development of an educational and interpretive approach that will provide a 
synthesis of the outdoor experience, linking the park or recreation experience of 
the inner-city resident to the larger educational and environmental opportunities of 
the great National Parks. The effort here should be toward what one Task Force 
member termed, "a graduation to the woods;" an attempt to provide the inner-city 
resident (especially the youth) with a broader ecological perspective through an 
experiential process of incremental steps that would prepare him for a larger 
outdoor experience in the future. To the average inner-city youth, the awesome 
vastness of a wilderness park is so alien and the precepts of natural ecology so 



remote, that exposure to an untamed natural environment can leave him anxious and 
uncomprehending. 

Imaginative design and innovative interpretation in city schools, parks, and 
playgrounds could help acquaint the urban youth with the natural environment out
side his immediate surroundings, develop his understanding of its ecological 
balances, and prepare him for an eventual discovery on his own. 

We do not underestimate the ingenuity and thought that will be required in the 
accomplishment of this recommendation. We believe, however, that great untapped 
potential exists for the application of modern technology to interpret, enhance, 
and reinforce the natural experience. Ways to simulate the wilderness experience 
and the interpretation of the ecology of the natural environment within the confines 
of a city park, a school yard, or a museum can be originated and maintained for the 
education and enjoyment of the urban dweller. In addition, small parks, miniature 
ecosystems, marshlands, and even primitive campsites could be provided and main
tained for educational purposes in the heart and environs of every city. 

Interpretation of historical and cultural sites should give a fair accounting 
of the contributions and role of all Americans in our national development. 

Every effort should be made to rewrite interpretive material for historical 
sites, removing old historical and cultural biases. In many cases, this may in
volve original research since text and reference books are also often biased. 
Minority historians--Blacks, Orientals, Indians and citizens of Hispanic origin--
should be employed in staff and in consultant capacities to aid in this reinterpre-
tation and to suggest additional sites of cultural and historical significance for 
acquisition by the National Park Service. 

Narrative and interpretative materials should be worked out with the audience 
in mind. More minority voices should be heard in these presentations. 

Financing 

To extend the National Park Service, its resources, and its talents into 
urban America, a lot of money will be needed. We propose a large national bond 
issue for the purpose of land acquisition, capital development, and improvement of 
the national, state, city and county, park systems. 

The amount should be substantial--far greater than anything conceived to date. 
We recommend a national bond issue in the amount of $100 billion, which will finance 
a national program to "Buy Back America." Such a proposal might be announced in 
this centennial year of the National Park Service, with the hope that through a 
program of promotion and public education, it might gain authorization in time for 
the bicentennial celebration of American Independence in 1976. This would be a 
fitting tribute on the part of the American public to its past history and future 
heritage. 
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A rough estimate, made by the Task Force, indicates that $100 billion would 
provide funds sufficient for the acquisition of nearly 52 million acres of land, 
including 8,608 acres for vest-pocket parks, with a residual of $32 billion for 
development and improvement. 

In addition to funds for acquisition and capital development of urban parks 
and recreation areas, one of our cities' most immediate needs is money for operation 
and maintenance of existing park systems. We recognize that this problem will be 
addressed only in the context of the total demands upon the municipal budget for 
health, welfare, and educational services. Perhaps future federal social and 
economic programs will help alleviate this strain on municipal funds. 

In the interim, we suggest that consideration be given to the revision of the 
Open Space program, administered by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
to permit the use of some federal open-space grant funds for the operation and 
maintenance of urban public open space. 
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I. Introduction 

The National Park System is ours today because of the foresight of a few 
people with the idealism and the vision to begin to preserve our outstanding natural 
and historic treasures for us and for other generations yet unborn. Begun one 
hundred years ago with the withdrawal of one area from the residual public domain, 
the System in 1972 encompasses in its nearly 300 areas a wide variety of natural 
landscapes, and historic, cultural, scientific, recreational, and educational areas. 

The preservation function of the national parks* is unusual in a federal struc
ture largely committed to physical development and economic growth — the dominant 
value goals of our society at present. 

The recreational role of the national parks — to provide increasing outdoor 
recreational opportunities for increasing numbers of increasingly mobile people — 
is causing tearing pressures as, at the same time, the Park Service strives to 
meet its companion responsibility of preserving the fixed natural resources. 

Stress on the National Park System and its staff in recent years is indicated 
by relationships among the visitation load on the parks and (1) the funds spent for 
Park System operations and (2) the number of employees in the Park Service. These 
relationships are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 (following). 

Visitation has more than doubled in the last decade (1961-71) while expendi
tures per-visitor-day for park operations (despite increases in 1970-71) have 
declined. During 1961-71, when visitation increased 122 percent, the number of 
visits per Park Service employee increased by 60 percent. In 1961 there were 
10,000 visits per employee; by 1971 the ratio had increased to 16,000 visits per 
employee. 

Looking beyond the Park System to outdoor recreation demand in general, the 
Outdoor Recreation Resource Review Commission (ORRRC) estimated in 1962 that the 
demand for outdoor recreation in the U.S. would triple by the year 2000. In 1967 
the U.S. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation reported that by 1965 there already had been 
51 percent more summer "outdoor recreation experiences" than in 1960. The Bureau 
predicted that outdoor recreational activity in 2000 would be four times what it 
was in 1960. 

The National Park System itself reported 79 million visits in 1960, 121 
million in 1965, 172 million in 1970, and 186 million in 1971. The national parks, 
of course provide a form of outdoor recreation not available elsewhere. Yosemite 
Valley, Old Faithful, the Washington Monument, or Concord Bridge are one-of-a-kind 
experiences — hardly to be compared with "visitor days" or "outdoor recreation 
experiences" in a statistical compilation of ordinary recreational activities. 
Recent tendencies to lump together all forms of "visitor days" omit such memorable 
experiences as hearing the bugle of a bull elk on a crisp October morning in Grand 

* In this report when we say "national parks" we do not distinguish between 
units of the National Park System which are officially labeled by the Park Service 
as "national parks" and other, such as the national seashores and lakeshores or 
historic parks. Any and all areas of the System are encompassed in the term as 
we use it here. 
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(Figure 1) 

FUNDS APPROPRIATED FOR OPERATIONS COMPARED WITH VISITOR DAYS 

National Park Service 

Funds appropriated for park operations in millions of dollars. 

Visitor days in millions. 
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(Figure 2) 

DOLLARS APPROPRIATED FOR OPERATIONS PER VISITOR DAY 

National Park Service 



(Figure 3) 

VISITOR USE OF THE NATIONAL PARK SYSTEM 

COMPARED WITH NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN THE NATIONAL PARK SYSTEM 

1961 - 1971 

Fiscal Ye ar 

1961 

1971 

Percentage of 
Increas e 

Persons Employed 

Permanent Seasonal Total 

5 ,096 

6,944 

3,216 

4,600 

8,312 

11,544 

36.2% 43.0% 38.8% 

Visitor Days 

84 mi 1lion 

186 mi 1lion 

121.6% 

j 
Visits per Employee ] 

j 

10,106 

16,129 

5 9.6% 

I 
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Teton or experiencing the stunning immensity of the Grand Canyon's depths. 

The ORRRC Report also emphasized 

that outdoor recreation opportunities are most urgently needed in and 
near metropolitan areas (where some 85 percent of the American people are expected 
to live by 2000) , and 

that across the country considerable land is available for outdoor recrea
tion, but that most of the land is where people are not. 

This discrepancy between the location of most public recreation lands and the 
residences of most Americans is shown in the table below. 

Public Recreation Areas, by Location and Level of Government, 1965 

(millions of acres) 

Federal 

State 

County 

Municipal 

TOTAL 

Percent 

Urban1 

36.0 

4.3 

.7 

1.4 

42.3 

9% 

Non-urban 

410.7 

35.4 

2.3 

.6 

449.0 

91% 

Total 

446.6 

39.7 

3.0 

2.0 

491.3 

100% 

Within standard metropolitan statistical areas. 

Sources: Council on Environmental Quality, 1971 Annual Report, p. 240 

Bureau of the Census, Series P-20 Population Reports, April 19, 

1966 
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Population 
(estimated) 

Percent 

Urban 

123,813,000 

65% 

Non-Urban 

68,372,000 

35% 

Total 

192,185,000 

100% 
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It points up the dearth of public recreation resources (only 9 percent of the 
total) in the urban areas (standard metropolitan statistical areas) where 65 percent 
of Americans already live. 

In 1962, just ten years ago, the Congress took a significant pioneering step 
for the National Park System when it authorized a major unit of the System within 
a day's drive of one-third of the people of the country. The breakthrough area 
was Cape Cod National Seashore, which also became the first major unit of the 
System to be acquired with appropriated public funds rather than by transfer from 
federal public land or by gift from private philanthropy. Since 1962, several other 
areas proximate to metropolitan America have been added to the System, but nowhere 
nearly enough in our opinion — as our recommendations spell out. The preceding 
table shows that the imbalance is not yet redressed. 

In addition to a much greater emphasis on expanding the Park System, a wholly 
new concept of visitor management will be necessary if the Service is to perform its 
role of preservation in the face of the steady upsurge of sightseers and recreation-
ists. Until now, the Service has increased "supply" in existing areas to meet in
creasing "demands" by increasing physical developments. This response has resulted 
in traffic jams on widened roads, overcrowded new campgrounds, and recently expanded 
lodging facilities filled to capacity. Clearly, the end result of more of the same 
will be to crush the very qualities for which the parks were established. Establish
ment of more and more developed facilities inside the parks will invite and, indeed, 
generate further over-use. 

The Park Service is faced with demands to expand its recreation offerings and 
strengthen its protective practices during a time of fiscal restraint and reduced 
staff. While the pressure for solutions mounts exponentially, tools for solving 
this dilemma are only in the idea and early experimentation stage. 

Where should the priorities be for limited staff during the current period of 
reduced personnel ceilings? Should all would-be visitors to the parks be accommo
dated, even if the planning and research to secure answers to the visitor manage
ment and protection problems are thereby reduced? The Service currently is still 
opting for the traditional policy that all visitors will be accommodated. Recent 
personnel reductions left visitor-service staffs virtually untouched while the 
Service's planning staff, working on solutions to visitor-pressure problems was 
reduced. 

Setting of a limit on visitation has, so far as we can learn, been accomplished 
for only one unit of the Park System: the Carl Sandburg Home National Historic Site, 
in North Carolina.* 

Continuation of the traditional policy, with visitation increasing at 7 1/2 
percent a year (more than doubling in the next decade), will overcrowd many areas, 
overload many facilities, irremediably damage many park resources, and downgrade 

* On March 1, 1972, the Secretary of the Interior announced plans to conduct a 
"temporary, small-scale, experimental" effort during the summer of 1972 to "limit 
visitor use to carrying capacity" of portions of three national parks: Smoky 
Mountains, Rocky Mountain, and Sequoia-Kings Canyon. The announcement emphasized 
that the program "will not affect most visitors to the parks — only the more 
rugged outdoor enthusiasts seeking a backcountry experience." 
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the quality — and, indeed, change the nature -- of the "national park experience" 
for many Americans. 

The National Park Service's task of reconciling conflicts between preservation 
and visitor use was set forth in classic brevity in 1918 by Secretary of the Interior 
Franklin Lane in his instructions to the first Director of the National Park Service, 
Stephen T. Mather: 

First, that the national parks must be maintained in absolutely un
impaired form for the use of future generations as well as those of our 
own time; and 

Second, that they are set apart for the use, observation, health and 
pleasure of the people. 

Carrying out these two directives will force infinitely more excruciating 
management choices in the national parks' second century than in their first. De
fense of the parks' inherent values by insisting on visitor limits in the face of 
mounting pressures for outdoor recreation "visitor days," concessioner profits, 
tourist dollars and tax base, will require a rare kind of political and bureau
cratic courage. It also calls for a new kind of visitor education and visitor 
"self-management" based on personal values and self-discipline. 

Secretary Lane's 1918 directive also expressed a third guiding principle for 
the National Park Service: 

Third, that the national interest must dictate all decisions 
affecting public or private enterprise in the parks. 

In 1972, we believe, the national interest dictates that we must make park 
benefits possible and practicable for all Americans, rural or urban, rich or poor, 
black or white. Yet the National Park System as it is now constituted and operated 
is non-responsive to the urban poor. A "People in the Parks" survey by the 
National Park Service in 1968 found that national park users tend to be white, sub
urbanite, have education beyond high school, and receive an average or better income. 

To carry out Secretary Lane's third directive as we interpret it for today — 
to extend the values and resources of the National Park System into the heart of 
metropolitan America so that all of our people may share in its benefits -- presents 
new challenges in the understanding and the management of people, as well as natural 
resources, which have only begun to test the National Park Service's idealism, vision, 
and ingenuity. 



II. Summary 

Park use is soaring. Funds for new park land, for park facilities, and for 
park management have not begun to keep pace with park use. The gap is increasing. 
We look to a future of constantly rising demand which will be met only if we, at 
once, grant a new national priority to parks. Our goal is to make park enjoyment 
possible for all future Americans, rural or urban, rich or poor, black or white. 
To meet this goal, we propose five types of changes: (1) administrative reorganiza
tion, (2) revised planning procedures, (3) additional management responsibilities, 
(4) research for resource management, and (5) new action programs. 

Administrative Reorganization 

The National Park Service has two missions: to preserve natural, historic, 
cultural, and scientific resources, and to provide recreational and educational 
opportunities. It is the sole federal land-holding agency charged with these two 
missions as its primary responsibility. A century of concern for our natural and 
historic heritage, today places the Service in the vanguard of those philosophically 
committed to sound environmental management. Providing recreation opportunities 
is a newer, equally vital role, but one which increasingly presents policy conflicts 
concerning the development and use of national parks. To provide clearer policy 
direction for resolution of these conflicts and to consolidate federal programs 
with similar objectives, we recommend a two-stage administrative reorganization en
compassing National Park Service functions. 

Effective as soon as possible, we recommend the consolidation of the National 
Park Service, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and the Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife within the Department of the Interior. 

As soon as this consolidation takes place, we recommend a reorganization of 
current Park Service functions as follows: 

1. Preservation of natural and historic resources: One section of the new 
agency would be responsible for national parks in which resource preservation is the 
principal objective. The Department of the Interior would have sole responsibility 
for planning, acquisition, and management. 

2. Provision of metropolitan-periphery recreation: These national recreation 
parks would be located within easy access of metropolitan residents. The Depart
ment of the Interior would have responsibility for planning, acquisition, and manage
ment, but could solicit participation from other levels of government. 

3. Provision of inner-metropolitan recreation: These national recreation parks 
would be located wtihin the major metropolitan areas. The Department of the Interior 
would share responsibility with other levels of government; Interior to have the 
lead role for planning and acquisition, the other participating governments for 
management. 

Effective in the near future, we recommend creation of a Department of Natural 
Resources in line with the plan set forth by the President. 

We recommend the immediate establishment of an advisory commission for each 
unit of the National Park System, There should be a balance of membership on the 
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commissions among people technically competent with respect to problems faced by 
the particular park, people representative of the spectrum of park users, and repre
sentatives of other governments within the park-influence zone. The commissions 
should be consulted on all phases of park operation, from acquisition and planning 
through plan implementation, plan revision, and management. 

Revised Planning Procedures 

The planning process for the Park System needs major strengthening and opening 
up so that it will provide a firmer and more widely understood base for action. We 
recommend that: 

— All major planning documents for units of the Park System should be prepared 
with representative citizen participation during the planning process. The documents 
also should be available to the public in draft form for review and comment prior to 
adoption. (Now, only the broad-brush, conceptual master plans are subject to such 
public review.) 

-- Public meetings, held at key stages during the preparation of a major 
planning document, should be an integral part of the planning process. 

-- Five-year development schedules for all units of the Park System should be 
considered public documents. 

Increasingly, planning for the national parks must reach beyond park boundaries 
if there is to be any hope of fulfilling the dual goal of providing recreation and 
preserving the natural values of the parks. Accordingly: 

— Each park master plan should include, along with decisions for the park 
itself, proposals for the "park-influence zone," that area outside the park bound
aries where human or natural activities significantly affect the quality of the 
environment within the park. 

— To control, insofar as possible, the adverse impact of automobiles on the 
parks, comprehensive planning of "external" as well as "internal" transportation 
systems should be an integral part of planning for all units of the Park System. 

— The Secretary of the Interior, in cooperation with transportation agencies, 
should take the lead in the planning and operation of comprehensive (external as 
well as internal) public-transit projects focused on national parks. 

— Congressionally authorized regional planning projects, encompassing national 
parks and adjacent park-influence zones, should be carried out under the leadership 
of the Secretary of the Interior in cooperation with other affected federal agencies 
and state and local governments. 

On a nationwide scale, both a national land-use planning program and a National 
Land Use Policy Act (the latter to encourage and assist state land-use regulation) 
are essential for park needs to be evaluated in relation to other national priorities. 

The values for which the National Park Service stands, and for which it has 
special expertise, are in need of a strong defender beyond park boundaries. Under 



tne leadersnip of the Secretary of the Interior, the Service's role as environ
mental advocate should be strengthened to make its presence felt on a continuing 
basis, witnout regard to tne geographic confines of the National Park System. 

Additional Management Responsibilities 

Park management is already under considerable stress due to wholly inadequate 
funding. While we do look to a substantial increase in funds for national park 
programs, we believe that there are several new management responsibilities that 
should be assumed even prior to major fund increases. 

An environmental early-warning system to spot emergencies and respond to them 
should be established. At least one person at each park should be charged with 
discovering and reporting forthcoming activities with potential for environmental 
damage. For each park an annual park environment report should be prepared. The 
report should identify, analyze, and comment on changes and trends in the park and 
in the park-influence zone that could affect the park. The Director of the Park 
Service should make a comparable System-wide annual environmental report, together 
with analysis of remedial actions taken or recommended. 

The ParK Service should give new emphasis to lands which once were exploited 
or modified by man but which can, under protective and restorative management and 
operation of natural processes, heal themselves so as to restore essentially natural 
conditions. 

Research for Resource Management 

As responsibilities increase for management of both natural resources and 
people, there should be an increase of good information — the life-blood of an 
effective management system. 

If the National Park Service is to manage complex ecosystems for stability 
and longevity, while at tne same time allowing for recreation use and subsequent 
man-induced perturbations in these systems, an effective information-gathering and 
interpretation center must be supported. This center should disseminate to field 
researchers and managers usable information dealing with the physical, biological, 
and sociological aspects of ecosystem management. 

Research for the National Park System, however, is not increasing commensurate 
with today's management needs, is not supported by adequate funding, and is totally 
inadequate to meet the future information needs of resource planning and management 
dealing with a wide range of natural systems. Funding has remained at low levels 
because no comprehensive research program for the Park System has yet been developed. 
Sucn comprehensive, coherent research program for the System as a whole should be 
adopted promptly, and the most effective combination of in-house and contract 
research should be determined. 

A scientific advisory committee for each park should be convened with the 
purpose of assisting the superintendent's staff in the conception, articulation, and 
implementation of park management objectives and a park management plan. 

-10-



The researcn sphere for the parks should be broadened. The research and 
resources management plan for a park should consider an appropriate region surround
ing the park as being within their sphere of responsibility. 

"What environmental or social indices can be used to determine how many people 
can use a given ecosystem before the quality of the user's experience or the health 
of the ecosystem begins to erode?" To date, there are no carrying-capacity indices 
that can be used to guide most resource decisions on a practical level. Furthermore, 
workable indices probably will not soon be forthcoming. On this assumption, we 
recommend that:' 

— Experimental demonstration areas should be established in a wide range of 
park ecosystems to monitor empirically the effects of various levels of use and, if 
X^ossible, changes in the quality of visitor experience. 

— The Park Service should take immediate steps to implement a policy of 
visitor limitation based on "very conservative best judgment" criteria. 

New Action Programs 

The rate and cnaracter of park action programs must alter significantly to 
meet people's needs for park opportunities. One tenth of one percent of the 
national budget for national parks is altogether inadequate. On the one hand, the 
parks' natural resources must be protected from overuse in order that they may 
survive for future generations. On the other hand, many more recreation opportuni
ties are needed, accessible for all to enjoy, especially in and near large metro
politan areas. Toward these goals we recommend a number of new or changed programs. 

All visitor facilities which can be provided outside of park boundaries should 
be built there ratner than inside the parks. Present facilities now located inside 
park boundaries, such as lodging and curio shops, should be phased out wherever 
practicable. 

Extensive new land acquisition should be funded at once. All authorized parks 
should be acquired by 1976. All inholdings in existing parks should be acquired. 
Recommended acquisition of new lands fall into several types: 

— New natural-resource parks should be established so as to make the Park 
System representative of all principal physiographic regions in the nation. 

— All metropolitan areas with a population of more than one million should 
have a major metropolitan recreation park network, accessible to all residents, 
cheaply and quickly. Almost all such metropolitan areas are located on rivers, 
lakeshores, or seashores. In these areas, we recommend that the metropolitan 
recreation parks border the waterways throughout and beyond the metropolitan-area 
boundaries. The nation's new commitment to clean up our waters makes it timely to 
reclaim blighted city waterfronts promptly and to focus on these areas as the 
principal amenity for metropolitan recreation. 

In and near the metropolitan areas especially, we strongly recommend that 
autnorization and acquisition should be simultaneous through consistent Congres
sional use of a legislative taking. Frequently, delays between authorization and 
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acquisition lead to exorbitant parkland acquisition costs and sometimes to land 
uses inimical to the future park. The speculation and incompatible-development 
problems are particularly critical in and near metropolitan areas. 

— Focused and greatly accelerated protection for our diminishing island, 
marine, and estuarine resources is urgently needed. Many of these areas which 
possess national significance should be made units of the National Park System. 
Coordinated federal and state action is necessary to help protect offshore areas 
adjacent to existing shoreline parks through creation of marine sanctuaries. 

As a complement to the National Park System's sizeable natural areas, the 
federal government should assist the states in establishing systems of small 
natural areas, to be managed primarily for research and education. 

More control is needed over land use near national park boundaries. The 
Park Service should be authorized to acquire easements or interests in lands, and 
to adopt compensable regulations, in order to prevent or control uses of adjacent 
lands which would adversely affect the park's natural or historical values. 

For areas further removed from the park but whose use still impinges on the 
park environment, means of indirect control should be authorized. The Park Service 
should provide financial as well as technical assistance to state, regional, and 
local governments for the planning and regulation of use of these lands. This 
would serve not only as a tool for protecting the national parks, but also would 
assist states and localities in minimizing local disruptions due to the parks. 

New parks and new towns will provide unique opportunities for integrated 
planning — to serve the recreation needs of people and at the same time to 
safeguard natural environments from detrimental uses. At new park sites additional 
land should be acquired outside the park boundaries as sites for new communities 
to be developed in cooperation with other federal programs. For natural-resource 
parks, these new communities could be modest in scale, providing park access and 
facilities needs. For metropolitan-periphery recreation parks, the planning could 
be directed toward integration of recreation and amenity opportunities with new 
urban towns. Similarly, all proposals for major new towns should be reviewed to 
determine their possible mutually-supportive relationship to new national parks. 
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III. Recommendations and Discussion 

A. Administrative Reorganization 

The National Park Service has two missions: to preserve natural, historic, 
and cultural resources, and to provide recreation opportunities. It is the sole 
federal landholding agency charged with these two missions as its primary respon
sibility. A century of concern for our natural and historic heritage, today places 
the Service in the vanguard of those federal agencies philosophically committed to 
sound environmental management. Providing recreation opportunities is a newer, 
equally vital role, but one which increasingly presents policy conflicts concerning 
the development and use of national parks. To provide clearer policy direction for 
resolution of these conflicts and to consolidate federal programs with similar 
objectives, we recommend a two-stage administrative reorganization encompassing 
National Park Service functions. 

1. Effective as soon as possible, we recommend consolidation of the National 
Park Service, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and the Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife witnin the Department of the Interior. 

We make this recommendation for several reasons. Most important, we believe 
tnat it would help strengthen the Interior Department's commitment to protection of 
natural resources. We also believe that it would encourage greater planning and 
management efficiency as well as establish a more effective voice to promote 
acquisition and development of national parks, wildlife refuges, and other outdoor 
recreation areas. 

Today, many of the functions assigned to the Department of the Interior are 
resource-development oriented. The National Park Service, the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife, and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation are exceptions, all 
being primarily concerned with the husbanding of resources. A mission shared by 
these three agencies—to assure the availability of outdoor-recreation opportunities 
to today's and tomorrow's Americans—is a mission in harmony with the nation's 
growing environmental concern. To solidify their sense of purpose and to provide 
a broader base for a greater leadership role, combining these agencies under one 
administrator is a necessary first step. 

Currently, each agency has its own administrator. Further, the Directors of 
tne National Park Service and the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife report to 
one Assistant Secretary, while the Director of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
reports to another. Program responsibilities overlap and coordination is insuffi
cient, giving rise to frequent complaints. 

Increased leverage should r e s u l t from r e o r g a n i z a t i o n . For i n s t a n c e , for 
s e v e r a l years tne Bureau of Outdoor Recreat ion has been unable t o secure approval 
from the Office of Management and Budget for p u b l i c a t i o n of i t s nationv/ide outdoor-
r e c r e a t i o n p l an—al l eged ly because of the p l a n ' s $ 6 . 3 - b i l l i o n p r i c e - t a g for a 
f ive -yea r program t o meet cu r r en t p u b l i c needs . An agency with a s t a f f of 11,000, 
with an enlarged cons t i tuency of park and w i l d l i f e s u p p o r t e r s , doubt less would fare 
b e t t e r than the Bureau of Outdoor Recreat ion with i t s 500 employees. 



Fiscal-1971 staffing and expenditures for the three agencies was: 

Employment 
(full-time) 

Money Spent 
(in millions) 

National Park Service 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 

6,935 
504 

3,839 
11,278 

$1631/ 
2011/ 
1431/ 

1/ Exclusive of land acquisition. 
2/ Of this, $89 million was allocated to the National Park Service and $5 million 

to the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife for land acquisition. 

2. As soon as this consolidation takes place, we recommend a reorganization 
of current Park Service functions as follows: 

a. Preservation of natural and historic resources: One section of the 
new agency would be responsible for all national parks in which resource preser
vation is principal objective. Within these parks, the scope of responsibility 
would include planning, acquisition, and management. Outside the parks, in the 
park-influence zone, there would be a new sharing of planning and land-use control 
responsibility with other federal, state, and local agencies. Increasingly, Park 
Service officials are realizing that the parks are not and cannot be isolated from 
external influences. Any reorganization of administrative procedures must 
recognize this and provide for formal participation by national-park staffs in 
planning for the park-influence zones. 

b. Provision of metropolitan-periphery recreation: A section of the 
agency would be charged with planning, acquisition, development, and management of 
metropolitan-periphery parks. As appropriate, state and local governments could also 
have a role. These national recreation parks would be close enough to major 
metropolitan areas so as to be easily accessible for day use. Provision of outdoor-
recreation opportunities is the principal objective for metropolitan-periphery parks. 
These parks should offer a beautiful setting for recreation in which natural values 
are emphasized. 

As at tne natural- and historic-resource parks, the national park staffs should 
participate in planning for the park-influence zone. For the metropolitan-
periphery parks, one important aspect of this planning will be the development of 
good public transportation between the park and nearby metropolitan areas. 

c. Provision of inner-metropolitan recreation: The third category of 
national parks would be metropolitan parks, located within major metropolitan areas. 
Outdoor recreation is also the principal purpose of these parks, but is of a more 
intensive nature than in the other types of parks. Where possible, the park setting 
should be natural, and some of the recreational opportunities should be designed to 
be a first step in a progression leading to wilderness experiences. 

Metropolitan parks will be subject to very intensive use and will require a 
large park staff, with special management experience. We believe that this is a 
role which can be filled best by state, regional, or local park personnel. Therefore, 
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we recommend a different division of responsibility from that of the other 
categories of national parks. In metropolitan parks, the National Park Services 
should hold the lead role in park acquisition, planning, and development, but 
should take a secondary role to other appropriate government levels in park 
management. Flexibility of structure is essential to meet the diverse governmental 
and fiscal realities of the nation's major metropolitan areas. 

3. We recommend creation of a Department of Natural Resources in line with 
the reorganization plan proposed by the President. 

The consolidated resource, recreation, and wildlife aqency, derived from 
today's National Park Service, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife, would become part of a Land and Recreation Resources 
Administration in the new Department of Natural Resources. Other presently 
existing agencies which would become part of the Land and Recreation Resources 
Administration are the Department of the Interior's Bureau of Land Management and 
the Department of Agriculture's Forest Service and Soil Conservation Service. 

While we favor this further reorganization, we are concerned that policy 
directives make clear that long-term protection of our natural environment, rather 
tnan short-run economic productivity, be the guiding principle for the new Land 
and Recreation Resources Administration. 

4. We recommend the immediate establishment of an advisory commission for 
each existing unit of the National Park System. We further recommend that such 
commissions be appointed upon the authorization of all new parks. 

At the national level, the Advisory Board on National Parks has been of 
great value and we urge its retention, but its membership should be representative 
of the spectrum of park users. At the regional level, we endorse the Park Service's 
proposal to create advisory commissions for each of the Park Servicers seven 
regions. 

Reflecting our concern for expanded public participation and for park outreach 
to nearby park-influence zones, we believe that it is vital to establish advisory 
commissions for eacn national park. The establishment, by unit-by-unit 
Congressional mandate, of advisory commissions for more than a dozen of the newer 
parks has been a useful first step. It is now time to create advisory commissions 
for all of the parks and to specify the commissions' role in park planning and 
management. 

We recommend that commission members be appointed by the Secretary, on the 
advice of the regional directors.!./ There should be one commission for each national 
park, seashore, lakeshore, or recreation area. For smaller areas, such as historic 
sites, we suggest that the regional director have the option to establish one 
commission to advise on several areas. Each advisory commission should have a 
balanced membership of persons who have a demonstrated interest in the accomplishment 
of the purposes of the National Park System. The membership should include people 
technically competent with respect to problems faced by the particular park, 

1/ As provided for during 1970, P.L. 91-383. 
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people representative of the spectrum of park users including those who live 
beyond the immediate vicinity of the park, and representatives of governments 
within the park-influence zone. The exact composition of these three constituent 
groups should be determined by the characteristics of each park—its principal 
functions, internal problems, external influences, and congeries of affected units 
of government. We recommend that members be appointed to staggered three-year terms. 

The advisory commission should be consulted by the park superintendent and 
other appropriate Park Service staffs on all phases of park operation from 
acquisition and planning through plan implementation, plan revision, and management. 
Park reports should include recommendations of the advisory commission. The agenda 
and time and location of commission meetings should be set by the commission 
chairman after consultation with the Park Service representative. 

B. Revised Planning Procedures 

We seek to strengthen current planning procedures so that the plans and the 
planning process provide a firmer and more widely understood and agreed to base for 
action. We recommend the following: 

1. Planning for units of the National Park System should be opened up to 
provide greatly expanded opportunities for public participation on a continuing basis. 

Implementation of such an open-planning policy means: 

a. All major planning documents for all units of the Park System should 
be prepared with the benefit of citizen participation during the planning process 
and should be made available to the public in draft form for review and comment 
prior to adoption. 

Major planning documents include statements of management objectives, master 
plans, and action plans (such as resource-management plans, transportation plans, 
research and education plans, development-concept plans, and developed area plans), 
as well as reports of special studies and the annual park environment report 
recommended in this report. Now, the only NPS planning documents that are subjected 
public review prior to adoption are the master plans. These are very broad-brush 
conceptual documents tnat typically leave unanswered many of the hard choices among 
alternatives. 

b. Public meetings should be held, at a minimum, at three stages in the 
planning process: during the "pre-planning" period prior to preparation of a master 
plan for a unit of the Park System, upon completion of the initial draft of the 
master plan but prior to its adoption, and prior to adoption of any revisions to the 
master plan. In addition, a public meeting should be held by the National Park 
Service prior to adoption of any other Park Service planning document or any other 
proposal affecting a unit of the National Park System when at least twenty-five 
citizens request such a meeting. 

An official record should be made of these public meetings, and a record should 
remain open for addition of written comments from citizens for a limited period of 
time following each meeting. To the extent feasible, such public meetings should be 
held in population centers where users of the area concerned are concentrated, as 



well as in or adjacent to the park. 

Examples of abuses under c u r r e n t c losed-p lann ing p o l i c i e s are l eg ion . One 
involves Assateague I s l and Nat ional Seashore . In 1969 a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of the 
Nat iona l Park Service signed a document g iv ing the Army Corps of Engineers 
permiss ion to b u i l d wi th in t h i s u n i t of the Park System a 1 ,760-foot- long p i e r , a 
s i x - m i l e - l o n g highway, and r e l a t e d f a c i l i t i e s . This f a c t , however, was not known 
to i n t e r e s t e d members of the p u b l i c , i nc lud ing members of the Committee t o 
Preserve Assateague, a c i t i z e n s group, u n t i l 1972 when the Corps f i l e d an envi ron
mental impact s ta tement on the p r o j e c t as r equ i red by the Nat ional Environmental 
Pol icy Act. 

2 . The f i ve -yea r development schedules for each u n i t of the Park System 
should be considered p u b l i c documents a v a i l a b l e to any i n t e r e s t e d i n t e r e s t e d 
c i t i z e n . 

These cap i t a l -p rogram schedules a l ready are prepared r o u t i n e l y . But, under 
p r e s e n t p r a c t i c e of the Park Serv ice and Office of Management and Budget, they are 
no t considered pub l i c documents. This po l i cy i s not c o n s i s t e n t with P r e s i d e n t i a l 
and Congressional p o l i c i e s of encouraging c i t i z e n p a r t i c i p a t i o n in the processes 
of our government. We commend the Park Serv ice for making p u b l i c the f ive -year 
development schedules for those 27 u n i t s of the Park System along the East Coast 
which are to be developed as p a r t of the American Revolution Bicen tenn ia l Program. 
This same kind of informat ion should now be made pub l i c for the o ther u n i t s of the 
System. C i t i z e n s w i l l unders tand t h a t implementation of these schedules i s con t in 
gent upon future budgetary requ i rements . 

I r o n i c a l l y , whi le tne f ive -yea r development schedules for the n a t i o n a l parks 
are no t a v a i l a b l e to the p u b l i c , s i m i l a r s t a t e government documents are requ i red 
by the federa l government to be a v a i l a b l e t o the p u b l i c . The I n t e r i o r Department 's 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreat ion makes g ran t s to s t a t e s based on t h e i r S t a t e Outdoor 
Recreat ion P l ans , which must inc lude a f ive -yea r schedule of development p l a n s . 
S i m i l a r l y , the Nat ional Park Se rv ice , before making gran ts to a s t a t e for h i s t o r i c 
p r e s e r v a t i o n , r e q u i r e s annual s ta tements of the s t a t e ' s development p lans with 
p r o j e c t i o n s as p a r t of each s t a t e ' s H i s t o r i c P re se rva t ion P lan . 

We place particular emphasis throughout this report on the need to expand 
greatly tne opportunity for public participation in the operations of the National 
Park System. As one Congressional leader observed earlier this year: 

I believe we must provide an opportunity for the public to become involved 
every step of the way. As many viewpoints as are necessary to get a full, 
complete picture of a problem must be taken, and all too often in the past, 
this has not been done. 

One thing that has been made abundantly clear by the conservation 
organizations is that many of their members have not participated in plan
ning during the early formative stages when wide participation counts the 
most. There would be far less need for petitions and injunctions today to 
halt badly planned development if the public had been kept informed through
out the planning process.* 

* Wayne N. A s p i n a l l , Chairman, House I n t e r i o r Committee, in remarks on "Federal and 
State Laiici-Use Policy — A Cooperat ive E f f o r t , " to the Council of S t a t e Planning 
Agencies, January 11 , 1972. 
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In his Inaugural Address, President Nixon admonished the federal establishment 
to 

". . .reach beyond government, to enlist the legions of the concerned and 
committed. What has to be done, has to be done by government and people 
together or it will not be done at all." 

3. Each park master plan should embody proposals for the ''park-influence 
zone" as well as decisions for the park itself. 

By park-influence zone we mean that area outside the park boundary where human 
activities or natural systems significantly affect or influence the quality of 
environment within the park. The extent of the park-influence zone varies according 
to the affecting activity or medium. For example, much of Florida south of Lake 
Okeechobee is within the influence zone of Everglades National Park because of the 
natural water regime on which the park depends. For Glacier National Park, the 
influence zone should encompass the location of aluminium smelters in Columbia Falls, 
Montana, whose smokestacks emit fluorides which, because of the pattern of prevailing 
winds, have found their way into vegetation and food chains that nourish wildlife 
within the park.* 

Generally, we believe the Park Service has been much too tardy, timid, and 
reluctant in identifying and challenging external threats to the parks and in 
aggressively guarding the parks against these threats. In the past, the Park Service 
has tended to identify the limits of its interests with the boundaries of the park. 
Today, looking inward to the parks alone is not sufficient if the Park Service is 
to meet its responsibilities as guardian and trustee of the National Park System. 

Park Service planning for the park-influence zone could include proposals for 
direct federal action, for indirect federal influence -- as through financial 
assistance to non-federal interests — or for direct action by other levels of 
government or private interests. All plans for a park should reflect an understand
ing of the dynamic relationship between the park and the park-influence zone. In 
this connection, we commend those responsible for proposing -- in draft master 
plans for Yellowstone and Grand Teton — the creation of a Federal Recreation 
Corporation to finance construction of gateway-town visitor accomodations and 
public transportation depots outside the parks. 

For national parks near metropolitan areas, such as Cape Cod, Indiana Dunes, or 
Point Reyes, the park-influence zone for transportation planning should encompass 
the area witnin which public-transit systems would operate if the environmental 
impact of tens of thousands of private automobiles on these parks and their environs 
is to be prevented, and if the parks are to be accessible to many low-income families. 

* Fluoride pollution on some 69,000 acres in this area was reported in a 1971 
U.S. Forest Service research report, "Environmental Pollution by Fluorides in 
Flathead National Forest and Glacier National Park." 
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4. Comprehensive planning of "external" transportation systems should be an 
integral part of planning for all units of the National Park System. 

Park Service transportation planning should cover external transit — getting 
visitors to park areas from population centers and back again — as well as transit 
inside the parks. Emphasis in both situations needs to be placed on public 
transportation, rather than solely on the private automobile. 

This concept was recognized in 1971 by the U.S. Senate when it passed a bill to 
authorize the proposed Gateway National Recreation Area (NRA) in the New York City 
Harbor area. The Senate-passed bill would direct the Secretary of the Interior, in 
cooperation with the Secretary of Transportation, to develop a comprehensive public-
transportation plan and project to ensure that the millions of people living near 
this proposed new area of tne National Park System will "have viable, efficient and 
economic means of transportation to and from the Recreation Area." The Senate also 
contemplated federal financial support for operation of such a public-transit project 
by authorizing the Secretary of the Interior "to make every effort to provide public 
access [to the area] by means of mass transit. . .in order to minimize the impact of 
automotive transit on the area and to increase the opportunities for access by the 
large populations of the nearby urban areas." The Senate Interior Committee also 
noted in its report on the bill that "many low-income families in the area do not 
own cars." We commend those responsible for these new directions. 

5. We recommend that the Secretary of the Interior, in cooperation with the 
Secretary of Transportation and local, state, and regional transportation agencies, 
take the lead in the planning and operation of public-transit demonstration projects 
focused on several existing units of the National Park System. These should cover 
external transit as well as circulation inside the parks. 

Master plans for at least three units of the National Park System near 
metropolitan concentrations strongly recommend public-transportation studies as next 
steps to implement the master plans. These three areas, Cape Cod and Point Reyes 
National Seashores and Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, would seem to be good 
candidates for such demonstration projects, in addition to the proposed Gateway 
National Recreation Area. At Point Reyes, such a project could be combined with a 
similar project for the nearby proposed Golden Gate National Recreation Area. 

If there is any question that Congressional authorization is required to carry 
out these recommendations relating to external transportation, the Secretary of the 
Interior should promptly request it. 

6. Regional planning encompassing national parks and park-influence zones 
should be undertaken under federal leadership in cooperation with state and local 
governments. Such regional planning projects should be authorized by Congress and 
be conducted by the Secretary of the Interior in cooperation with other affected 
federal agencies. 

In an unpublished study report for the Public Land Law Review Commission, 
Professors Ira M. Heyman and Robert H. Twiss of the University of California stated: 

It is no longer enough that the Park Service deal with threats to 
the environment of the Parks as if they all arose within the physical 
boundaries of a particular park, independent of activities beyond the 
control of the park administration. Activities carried on outside the 
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parks increasingly impinge upon the interests of the National Park System. 

Obviously we agree. The kinds of developments taking place on private lands 

around the parks — even those parks just established — include two types of 

development which urgently require strong directive effort under federal leadership: 

1) The small "gateway" communities around national parks, in the absence of 

a carefully drawn and enforced land-use plan, typically become sprawling, billboarded 

and neon-lighted tourist-exploitation centers. 

2) Recreational real-estate promoters too often buy up available land on the 

edges of parks, plat the land into the smallest possible lots without responsibility 

for the costs of sanitation, schools, policing, or other social costs which these 

new communities of part-time residents are thrusting on local governments. Some of 

these subdivisions can be seen from witnin the park, thus destroying the park's 

scenic integrity. 

The Park Service should not plan the future of the parks independently of 

surrounding federal lands, state or local parks, or private recreation resources. 

Rather, there should be regional planning for the use and development of all relevant 

resources on an integrated and comprehensive basis. The Park Service does not have 

authority to do this. One result is an unfortunate tendency for the Park Service 

to plan each park to be urine cess arily self-sufficient — to provide facilities for 

some kinds of recreation, not suited to the parks, and to provide overnight 

accommodations for visitors inside, rather than outside, the parks. 

One effort to pioneer regional recreation planning in the Rocky Mountain Region --

encompassing Rocky Mountain National Park, the surrounding national forests on the 

front range of the Rockies, and the Denver metropolitan area -- was set in motion in 

1966 but was finally abandoned by the Bureau in 1971. A brief look at this aborted 

effort is instructive. 

Using its limited authority to 'promote' regional-recreation planning, the 

Bureau developed a study prospectus and initiated contacts with affected federal, 

state, and local public agencies. The National Park Service designated a full-time 

employee to participate in this proposed Rocky Mountain study and stationed him in 

Denver. The Forest Service was not enthusiastic but, along with other federal and 

state agencies contacted by the Bureau, said it would provide information and 

participate to the extent that manpower and funds were available from ongoing 

programs. 

The project finally was shelved last year because, according to the Bureau, 

"the requisite manpower and funds were needed on Bureau programs of higher priority." 

At no time was a coordinated budget request for the project submitted for earmarked 

funding by Congress. The Bureau's present stance is that it has no plans to 

activate the Rocky Mountain study or similar ones. Instead, it is limiting its 

regional planning efforts to assisting states. 

It is apparent that meaningful regional planning, in regions where federal 

recreation landholdings and programs are key resources, will not soon be accomplished 

under present policies and authorities. 
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Specific Congressional authority for such planning projects, consolidated 
inter-agency budgets and earmarked appropriations for them, preceded by a 
specific agreement among federal department and agency heads, seem to be necessary 
if we are to advance beyond fractionated, duplicative, and unit-by-unit planning 
and management in this field. 

We are encouraged tnat steps have recently been taken in tne Yellowstone-Teton 
area toward joint exploration of resource-management problems of the Forest Service 
and tne National Park Service through an informal "Joint Coordinating Committee" 
representing tne,two national parks and five adjacent national forests. However, 
much broader and greatly strengthened cooperative planning, development and manage
ment will nave to become standard procedure if we are to protect the parks and at 
the same time realize the region's collective capacity to provide ample and diverse 
visitor accommodations and outdoor-recreation opportunities, many of which should 
be accommodated in gateway communities and elsewhere outside the core parks. 

7. A national land-use planning program and a well-administered National Land 
Use Policy Act are botn essential in order for park needs to be evaluated in relation 
to otner national priorities and to protect park settings. 

Current proposals for a National Land Use Policy Act had their beginnings in a 
controversy over a proposal to build a jetport and an associated urban complex athwart 
tne route for natural water supply essential to the life of Everglades National Park. 
The proposals call for federal financial assistance to states for the preparation and 
implementation of state land-use plans, and for achieving better federal-state-local 
coordination to avoid conflicts (such as a jetport vs. a national park) by requiring 
federal review of the state plans. 

Some of tne current proposals would require that a state designate and regulate 
"areas of critical environmental concern," including "major recreational lands and 
facilities." Clearly these should include units of the National Park System and, 
presumably, areas near the parks as well. This proposed program thus has the 
potential of helping to enlist state resources and local government resources — via 
the states — to regulate land uses in "park-influence zones" near national parks. 
Tne program's full potential in this respect will not, however, be realized unless it 
is administered with sensitivity to the needs of national parks and park-influence 
zones. It would be helpful if the legislative hisory of this legislation is clear on 
this point, but this is not yet the case. 

The program contemplated by the proposed National Land Use Policy Act is 
essentially one of financial assistance to the states to prepare an aggregation of 
fifty state land-use plans. Beyond this, we believe that the time has come for the 
federal government to begin a national land-use planning program with particular 
attention to national needs and federal responsibilities. It will not be sufficient 
— for our national-park needs, among others — to rely on the combined plans of the 
fifty states to define tne national interest in land use. 

When funding for land acquisition for the National Park System and for the 
nation's state and local park systems is examined in a nationwide context, the 
current discrepancy between park priority and park funding will become more apparent. 
The current discrepancy between the location of most parklands and of population 
concentrations also will become apparent. 



8. The roles of tne Secretary of the Interior and the National Park Service 
as environmental advocates should be strengthened. Advocacy for the values on which 
the Park Service has special expertise should not be liraited to the confines of 
National Park System areas. 

In recent years tne various Secretaries of the Interior commendably have striven, 
in their various ways, to serve as national spokesmen for the nation's environmental 
conscience and as advocates for many of the environmental-quality values in our 
society. 

We are concerned, however, that too often in too many on-the-ground situations 
there is not a strong, continuing, and vigorous environmental advocate for the kinds 
of environmental values for which the National Park Service has come to stand 
in American life. These include natural, historic, cultural, and high-quality 
recreational values. Such a national voice for the protection, restoration, and 
enhancement of these values is particularly needed at the operating level in the 
field. 

These kinds of environmental values too often are neglected in planning programs 
which have much to do with shaping future environments. For example, in regional 
studies which lead to major development projects, the presence of the National Park 
Service tends to be transitory. Sometimes the Park Service is represented by 
consultants who are elsewhere when final decisions are made from among alternatives 
and tradeoffs. 

Examples of the consequences of the Park Service's tendency to think and act only 
within the confines of units of the Park System include the near loss of Everglades 
National Park as a living ecosystem to water-supply reduction and pollution due to 
a proposed jetport complex, the planned invasion of Sequoia National Park by a highway 
to serve a proposed ski resort at Mineral King Valley, and the air pollution from 
coal-fired power plants that threatens the quality of Park System areas in the Four 
Corners area of tne Southwest. In each of these cases the Park Service, through 
local or regional representatives, initially acquiesed in or approved of these 
proposed developments. 

There are some recent signs of new directions: the South Florida Environmental 
Project of the Interior Department with Park Service leadership (designed to learn 
how to protect the Everglades over the long run), and Park Service participation in 
the Interior Department's Southwest Energy Study (to examine alternatives to pollution-
producing energy generation for that region). Such heartening examples are, however, 
exceptions. 

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, including its environmental-
impact reporting requirement, provides opportunity for a more effective "extra
territorial" advocacy role for the Secretary of the Interior and the National Park 
Service. Under the Act, a federal agency contemplating an action requiring an 
environmental statement (an action "significantly affecting the quality of the 
human environment") is expected to consult with and obtain comment from federal 
agencies having "jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to any 
environmental impact involved." Here, the role of the Park Service, as an agency 
having special expertise in regard to certain environmental values, is one that 
deserves a high priority by the Service's own professional staff and leadership. 
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It should be noted, however, that at the present state of the art, these 
environmental impact statements are prepared late in the game. Rather than being 
pre-decision analyses of anticipated effects of alternatives, they tend to be 
attempts to justify an action which is about to be undertaken. For all practical 
purposes, the decision already has been made. For a Park Service environmental 
advocacy role to be most effective, it will have to be asserted early in the plan
ning process and on a continuing-presence basis. 

In the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, Congress gave the Secretary 
of the Interior (through the National Park Service) broad authority to provide 
leadership in preserving and restoring the nation's historic and cultural environment. 
This role is not at all limited to the boundaries of units of the National Park 
System. We propose that similar action now be taken with respect to natural and 
recreational values. 

C. Additional Management Responsibilities 

Management of the National Park System is already under considerable stress due 
to wholly inadequate funding. While we do look to a substantial increase in funds 
for all aspects of park programs, we believe that there are several new management 
responsibilities that shourd be undertaken even prior to funding increases. 

1. An environmental early-warning system to spot emergencies and respond to 
them should be established. 

At least one person in each administrative unit of the Park Service should be 
designated for this role. By administrative unit we mean park, group, state (where 
there is an NPS state director), and region. This person should be charged with 
discovering activities — outside as well as inside park boundaries — with a 
potential for significant environmental damage to both parks and park-influence 
zones. He should investigate these activities and promptly alert others in the Park 
System and elsewhere to possible dangers. In addition, environmental trends or 
prospective activities that portend future harm should be similarly spotted and 
publicized. This environmental intelligence system should become the communications 
hub for concerned citizens and local and state officials as well as for park people. 

2. For each unit of the National Park System we recommend that there shall 
be prepared an annual park environment report. 

This report should identify, analyze, and comment on activities, changes, 
proposals, and trends during the past year (a) in the park-influence zone outside the 
park boundaries, including such matters as population growth and land development, 
highway and otner public-works projects, power-generating and other public-utility 
facilities, and otlier matters concerned with the physical environment; and (b) within 
the park, including facilities development, patterns and intensity of usage, evidences 
of public demands and attitudes regarding the park, and concessioner activities. 

Each park environment report would be prepared by individual park superintendents, 
reviewed by the park's citizens' advisory commission, made available for public 
review and comment, be adopted by the superintendent, and submitted to the regional 
director for comment and transmittal to the director. Park environment reports 
(including any comments by'citizens' advisory commissions) should be public documents 
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and given wide distribution to the public and to federal, state, and municipal 
officials. The environmental early-warning system recommended above would be one 
source of information for the annual report. 

Park environmental reports are intended to assure a continuing monitoring of 
each parK's internal and external environmental factors, thereby to assist in 
identifying matters requiring early study and remedial action. The reports should 
therefore incorporate recommendations on remedial actions or alternatives, such as 
revisions of park master plans; adoption of or changes in extraterritorial land-use 
controls; public transit needs; programs of public information and education, 
including public meetings on matters covered by the reports; needs for acquisition 
of lands or interests in land such as access or development rights; changes in park-
administration practices or concessioner plans; needs for pollution-control measures; 
and boundary changes. 

3. We recommend that an environmental report for the National Park System as 
a whole be prepared each year. 

In this annual Park Service-wide Environmental Report the Director should set 
forth (1) an evaluation of the matters contained in the individual park reports, 
together witn regional directors' comments and recommendations for remedial action; 
(2) the status of the factors of environmental quality throughout the System includ
ing the quality of visitors' park experiences; (3) current and foreseeable trends in 
tne quality, management, and utilization of park and park-influence zone environments; 
(4) adequacy of available park resources for meeting future park needs; (5) review 
of programs and activities of the Park Service and others with particular reference 
to their effects on the natural resources and human environments in the parks and 
park-influence zones; and (6) a program for remedying any deficiencies of existing 
programs and activities, including recommendations for legislation. 

The report should be made available in draft for public review prior to adoption. 
Tnen it snould be transmitted to the President, via the Secretary of the Interior and 
tne Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality — in time for consideration for 
the President's annual Environmental Quality Report required by section 201 of the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 — and to the Congress. 

4. The National Park Service should give a new emphasis to lands which once were 
exploited or modified by man but which can, under protective and restorative manage
ment and operation of natural processes, heal themselves so as to restore essentially 
natural conditions. 

Within existing units of tne Park System, wherever appropriate, such restorable 
lands should be classified and managed as "restoration reserve areas." Signs of 
modification by man should ue removed, natural regeneration encouraged, and the 
strictest possible protection provided against further exploitive uses-and such 
intrusions as roads and facility development. In time, these reclaimed lands would 
become appropriate for use as natural areas and, in some cases, for wilderness 
classification. 

Outside the existing parks, a new kind of unit of the National Park System — 
National Park Restoration Reserve Areas — should be established concurrent with 
application of the restoration-reserve concept to appropriate lands already within 



the System. In time, these once-exploited lands (strip-mined areas in Appalachia 
could be one example) would be sufficiently restored as to be eligible for active 
national park status and use. 

D. Research for Resource Management in the National Parks 

Good information is the life-blood of an effective resource management system. 
As management responsibilities increase so must the quantity and quality of infor
mation increase. The acquisition of management information is based on a set of 
value judgments that dictate what is relevant to the task and what is not, or 
what is good information and what is bad. These value judgments are tied closely 
to the management objectives, and within the context of these objectives the 
information network is designed to gather, process, and interpret both short-term 
and long-range information for tne management decision-maker. The purpose of this 
section is to ask whether the National Park Service's information system is adequate 
to meet the increasing management responsibilities of the future. The analysis is 
confined to ecological and sociological information required for resource management 
decisions. Research for historical and archaeological information, while valuable, 
falls outside the scope of this section. 

1. The problem: decades of lip-service with inadequate funding 

The argument that natural science research is intrinsic to the preservation of 
the national parks goes back nearly half a century. •*• 

1930 Creation of a Branch of Research and Education. Subsequently, an 
inventory of the National Parks ' fauna was privately financed by 
George M. Wright. Other programs were minimal. 

1945 NPS statement on Research in the National Parks. A list of 77 
biological research programs was put forward, but little, if any
thing was accomplished. 

1958 First research funds made available for ecology and geology 
($28,000) but subsequently reduced by about 4 percent. Critical 
problems were isolated and the need for more scientific information 
became clear. 

1961 The Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, and 
Buildings and Monuments recommended a more comprehensive 
research program in the natural sciences, stating that 
research in history and archaeology has proven extremely valuable. 

1962 NPS issued prospectus on Comprehensive Natural History Research 
Program. In the same year, Secretary Udall recognized the underlying 
problem and noted in a letter to the National Academy of Sciences 

National Academy of Sciences and National Research Council, A Report by the 
Advisory Committee to the National Park Service on Research 
(Washington, D.C.: 1963), pp. 24-31. 
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(April 25, to Dr. D. W. Bronk, President of NAS): "The NPS has 
long recognized that broad ecological knowledge is indispensable 
to the integrity and general welfare of the national parks. [yet] 
. . no coordinated or long-range plan of investigations has been 
developed. As a result, . . . the [few] accomplishments bear a 
haphazard relationship to actual needs; while for the remainder, 
comprising far too many areas, little has been done." 

1963 At the request of Secretary Udall, the National Academy of Sciences 
and the National Research Council prepared a report supporting 
twenty recommendations designed to strengthen the management-
information base of the Park Service. Generally, NPS research 
was found to lack direction, continuity, and depth. Furthermore, 
the piecemeal results failed to find their way into the hands of 
operational decision-makers, insuring that research findings would 
never be implemented. 

In the decade since the NAS-NRC report of 1963 some encouraging changes have 
been made: (1) A permanent research unit has been established within the NPS with 
a small staff in Washington, D.C., under the Director of Natural Science Studies 
(previously, "Chief Scientist") (̂ ee Figure 4 following) with research personnel 
working at both the regional and park levels; (2) a greater capacity has been 
achieved for conducting mission-oriented studies, the findings of which stand a good 
chance of being used in the resource-management decisions. 

However, when one grasps the magnitude and complexity of the Park Service's 
resource-management task and the quantity and quality of information required to 
fulfill this assigned mission, it becomes clear that research funding is totally 
inadequate to meet future management demands. 

Almost every institution—corporate or governmental—requires an investment of 
some 10 to 30 percent of its operating budget in the generation and interpretation 
of basic information for management. Without this investment it is naive to imagine 
that the institution can survive as an on-going system. For the last ten years, 
investment in NPS research has remained below 1 percent of the operating budget, 
and for fiscal year 1972, natural-science-research funding dropped to .7 percent. 

Ecological Research as a Percentage of Total Operating Budget 
Fiscal Year 1972 

Total Operating Research Budget Research as percent 
Budget . . . of total 

Agency , (millions of $) (millions of $) Operating Budget 

U.S. Forest Service 509.6 54.3 11.0% 

Bureau of Sport Fisheries 

and Wildlife 82.0 15.7 19.0% 
National Park Service 133.4 1.0* .7% 

* Natural science research only. Does not include archaeological and historical 
researcn. 



(Fi gure 4) 

REORGANIZATION OF NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, EFFECTIVE FEBRUARY 17, 1972 
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For the last fifty years the need for research information has been clear. 
Why, then, has 'funding remained as such low levels? 

2. Some underlying reasons for inadequate research funding 

There seem to be four reasons why the idea of research finds resistance in 
NPS funding circles; some of the reasons are well-grounded, some not. 

a. In the act creating the National Park Service, no research function 
was provided for. While tnis is used occasionally as an argument against research 
by those who blatantly oppose the activity, it is generally accepted that the Service 
must engage in scientific-information gathering, interpretation, and implementation 
in order to fulfill its mission. 

b. The assumption still prevails that to manage a landscape unit for 
preservation it must only be left alone. The concept of resource management, in the 
minds of many people, has its roots in the idea of "agriculture," or management for 
forest or range productivity, and stems from the period when resource science had 
specific and measureable goals. The contemporary concept of natural systems manage
ment for perpetuity, on the other hand, is vague and unsettling and suffers from the 
absence of a clear set of tenets or principles on which both managers and scientists 
can agree. Compared to the traditional kind of resource management, the task of 
ecosystem "guidance" facing the Park Service today requires greater amounts of 
diverse information and more highly developed interpretive tools (for both these 
requirements, read "research"), while less money may need be spent on the manipulative 
aspects of management (e.g., fertilizing, stream diversion, forest thinning). 

c. The assumption also prevails that research conducted by other agencies 
or institutions will provide the Park Service with adequate management information. 
Certainly much of what is being produced in the universities and at Forest Service 
experiment stations is relevant, at one level or another, to NPS resource-management 
problems. There are, however, two barriers to the effective use of this information 
in NPS resource management: (1) the information is not accessible to the NPS resource 
decision-maker, and/or (2) mucn of the information is expressed in terms that are not 
understandable to the resource manager, or are couched in ways that make the 
information appear irrelevant to his management needs. A centralized computer-
assisted literature-survey function, under the direction of the Office of Natural 
Science Studies, would solve both problems to a large degree. 

If the Park Service is to be charged with the task of managing complex ecosystems 
for stability and longevity, while at the same time allowing for recreation use and 
subsequent man-induced perturbations in these systems, an effective information-
gatnering and interpretation center must be supported which can disseminate to field 
researchers and managers useable information dealing with the physical, biological, 
and sociological aspects of ecosystem management. 

d. The main reason why research is not supported by adequate funding is 
that there is no comprehensive, coherent research program for the Park System as a 
wnole.2 

2 Tne /uniuul Report of tne Office of Natural Science Studies (1969) has no preamble 
or introduction that spells out the purposes or strategy of the National Park Service 
research program. The Sequoia and Kings Canyon Natural Sciences Research Plan (1966) 
devotes a section to substantive questions of research design. 
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In tne years since the creation of the Chief Scientist's position, there has 
been progress towards this end. However, a research program for so many diverse 
parks, having within them a range of ecological and sociological problems, cannot 
be imposed from tne top. Research plans must come from the individual parks and be 
used as elements in building a comprehensive program for the Park System. Yet, 
research plans for each park must be tied to park resource management objectives and, 
presently, there appear to be serious difficulties standing in the way of a clear 
definition of these management objectives. (See "Special informational Memorandum 
No. 49--Management Objectives," to all National Park Service Superintendents from the 
Director. August 12, 1969) 

Part of the problem stems from the fact that management objectives by their very 
nature usually embrace the disparate spheres of objective scientific knowledge and 
subjective public values. Mixed in are ideas and opinions of what is and what isn't 
achievable in the practical management sense. Furthermore, a disconcerting fact is 
that due to reorganization and transfers, many park superintendents haven't been on 
tne scene long enough to have a clear grasp of the natural processes and impinging 
social problems of the area under consideration. The conception and articulation of 
management objectives that respect the differences of each area becomes a difficult 
task given these adverse conditions. 

Park management objectives and related research plans can be constructed only 
in a climate of stability where the superintendent understands local and regional 
values and needs, and his professional staff communicates clearly the nature of the 
park ecosystem(s). Some means should be established for creating this climate, even 
in tne face of continuing transfers at the superintendent level. At the same time, 
a broader base of expertise must be made available to the park staff for the 
accomplishment of research and management objectives. 

It is suggested below that a scientific advisory committee would serve 
effectively at the park level to give breadth, depth, and continuity to the field 
research program where management longevity was a problem. The committee could 
also assist the park staff in linking park research programs to park management 
objectives. 

Adequate funding of a NPS research program awaits a cohesive and comprehensive 
strategy for conducting the program. Until individual park research plans are 
completed and consolidated into a coherent strategy at the directorate level, one 
must expect research funding to remain at the critically low levels evident today. 

3. Recommendations and guidelines for a service-wide NPS research program 

The present research program and funding are totally inadequate to meet the 
future information needs of resource planning and management dealing with a wide 
range of natural systems. This section suggests guidelines for the philosophy and 
implementation of a research program sufficient to meet information needs in the 
future. 

a. How much money should be spent on research? 

Future funding of a NPS research program can be visualized as an S-shaped curve 
on a graph where the vertical axis represents funding and information and the 
horizontal axis represents time. 
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The funding curve goes through three stages: 

Stage I. Funding and information generation are low, and no well-planned 
researcn program is implemented due to lack of money and/or lack of a concrete idea 
of what the nature of a research program should be. This is the phase in which we 
find the Park Service today. Research is devoted to only the most glaring problems 
witn the interim objective of putting out information "brush fires" when they occur. 

Stage II. NPS should be embarking on this second and critically important stage 
in the next one to three years. For the decade and a half following that time, 
neavy investment should be made to create an information base strong enough to 
support effective management of the National Parks. During Stage II the major 
ecological and sociological problems should be identified and hopefully solved. 
Monitoring systems for ecosystems within each park should be implemented, and methods 
of dealing with different categories of information should be refined so that 
research funding as a percentage of total operating costs can be allowed to slack 
off slightly. 

Stage III. This is primarily a monitoring or surveillance phase where dollar 
investment in research may actually diminish somewhat. By this time, basic ecosystem 
inventories have been completed and critical processes have been identified. The 
objective in the extended third stage is to monitor the functioning of the ecosystems 
using indices that integrate critical data and using techniques which provide an 
early-warning function for ecosystems within park boundaries as well as for those in 
the park-influence zone. 

Criteria for determining actual levels of funding along the curve are difficult 
to enunciate. The basic question, of course, is: what are the information needs and 
how much information is already available? Information needs are determined by the 
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nature and complexity of the management task with which the Park Service has been 
charged. As pointed out above, it is a difficult and complex task when seen in 
light of the inadequate information base existing today. 

For comparative purposes, the Park Service mission may be viewed as slightly 
less difficult to achieve than the management task facing the Forest Service.3 The 
latter must manage for multiple use, an objective that incorporates an ungainly 
array of conflicts and contradictions. The Park Service, on the other hand, is 
charged with managing solely for preservation of the natural environment while allow
ing appropriate levels of public use where this use does not degrade the environment. 

Contemporary ecosystem theory offers only preliminary models applicable to a 
management program with these WPS objectives. Furthermore, the data which will either 
substantiate or refute these hypothetical constructs are just beginning to come in. 
Finally, we have few measureable indices of ecosystem functions that will allow the 
resource manager to determine when he might be allowing a "harmful" biophysical 
situation to develop. 

Let us assume, then, that NPS information needs--defined by the management task--
approach, but do not equal, those of the Forest Service. This would mean that as a 
first approximation, the top of the NPS funding curve (assuming funding and 
information value to be equal) should fall somewhere around 10 percent of the total 
operating budget or about 13.3 million dollars a year based on fiscal year 1972 
operating figures. The "slope" of the curve will be determined by how fast invest
ment in research takes place. We have suggested that this increase in research 
funding proceed over a period of about fifteen years under the aegis of a carefully-
laid Park Service-wide research plan, a plan that does not presently exist. 

Scaling down of the research funding, indicated by the dotted line, is possible 
during the monitoring and surveillance stage of the program, but the degrees to 
which percentage funding can diminish are unpredictable at this time and depend for 
the most part upon the quality of information generated during Stage II. 

b. Emphasis should be placed on developing refined methods of information 
processing and interpretation rather than on the generation of more field information.5 

In a management organization such as the Park Service, rigid criteria should be 
placed on research information to determine its usefulness to decision-makers. 

3 
Certainly this statement is a value judgment made here for purposes of discussion, 
and subject to revision as we learn more about the nature of natural-systems manage
ment. This judgment does, however, find support in I. M. Heyman, R. H. Twiss, and 
E. H. Rabin, "The Legal and Administrative Framework for Environmental Management 
of the Public Lands," Public Land Law Review Commission Study Report (unpublished, 
'Washington, D.C.: 1970), p. V-13. 

4 . . 
This is a conservative estimate that does not take into consideration the fact that 
the Forest Service has been investing slightly more than 10 percent of its operating 
costs in research for a number of years and has achieved over this time, an 
information plateau a good cut above that on which the Park Service now exists. 

5 
This was the central theme in Herbert A. Simon, Using Information Technologies to 
Design Organizations, public presentation, Syracuse University, February 10, 1972. 
(Dr. Simon is Dean of the Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Carnegie-
Mellon University). See also, D. Q. Matthews (1971) The design of the management 
information system. Averbach, Princeton. 222 p. 



Relevance or usefulness can be determined by measuring information against a clear 
research-management plan with a stated set of objectives. A scientific advisory 
committee (recommended below for each park) can assist resource managers in determin
ing whether or not a proposed research project will generate relevant information. 

The comprehensive NPS research plan, developed in the Office of Natural Science 
Studies, should include a taxonomy of research needs (i.e., categories such as 
"floristic inventory" or "large herbivore population fluctuations") which will 
prevent duplication and ultimately provide some basis for generalization among 
park ecosystems. We strongly recommend a central, computer-assisted literature-
survey function which can make a wide array of published information about basic 
processes available to field researchers. 

A number of federal agencies have already begun computerized literature-survey 
centers at which abstracts of relevant research from a wide range of disciplines 
are stored and made available to decision-makers. The U.S. Office of Education 
maintains twelve sucn centers at universities where it can draw on faculty and 
graduate students to guide in the abstracting of relevant research from their 
respective disciplines. The annual cost for such a program in the Park Service 
should be on the order of 1 to 2 percent of the research'budget. 

The major task will be to determine whether interpretations made about conditions 
at one location, and cited in the scientific literature, are applicable to a park 
situation elsewhere. This decision alone will require a significant input in terms 
of professional time, but will, in the end, be less expensive than conducting 
duplicate studies. 

Periodic review of information generation, interpretation, and implementation 
functions should be conducted by outside consultants or advisors. 

It should be remembered that, while this section recommends careful attention to 
the data-processing and interpretation functions, the generation of new information 
from the field will always be an integral part of the research program. 

c. The most effective combination of in-house and contract research should 
be determined, recognizing the dangers of a burgeoning "research establishment" 
within NPS. 

To date, one of the central guidelines in the conduct of NPS research has been 
to integrate research and management decision-making. As research funding increases 
in the critical Stage II (above, p. 30) of the program, establishment and separation 
of a large and autonomous research establishment outside the sphere of management 
decision-making should be prevented. Presently, three times more money is being 

See "Natural resources management planning," Memorandum from the Office of the 
Chief Scientist, October 22, 1971. The integration of research and management 
is strongly suggested in the recent guidelines for producing the Natural Resources 
Management Plan (only undated and unsigned excerpts were made available to the 
task force.) 
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spent on in-house research than on contract research (fiscal year 1972, natural 
science in-house research = $787,729; contract studies = $287,500). As funding 
increases during Stage II, contract spending should increase proportionately more 
than in-house spending so that this ratio reverses itself. 

Of future in-house spending, most of the support should go to field research 
people who lend depth and continuity to the NPS research program and also to manage
ment decisions at the park level. NPS laboratory facilities should be kept to a 
minimum and NPS units in universities should increase in number only where important 

7 
returns can be realized. Effective liaison with university programs can be 
established by park scientific advisory committees if the members are selected with 
this objective ,or returns, in mind. 

Contract spending on academic scientists should not support field research 
which can be accomplished for the most part by resident biologists, but should 
concentrate on bringing to the research program broad conceptual and methodological 
knowledge otherwise not available to NPS personnel. 

d. A scientific advisory committee should be convened for each park with 
trie purpose of assisting the superintendent's staff in the conception, articulation, 
and implementation of (a) park management objectives and (b) a park management plan. 

The size and membership of a scientific advisory committee would be determined 
by the nature of each park's management and research problems. The members of the 
committee should be selected carefully so that their personal or academic values 
and objectives do not conflict with the needs of park management and research. 
Scientists who have deep local knowledge of the park situation and those who have 
a broader perspective of concepts and methods will be of value. Part of their job 
should be to act as liaison to university and other research institutions which may 
be able to serve park information needs. The advisory committee should also be 
charged with the task of assisting the park staff in the preparation of an annual 
environmental-impact statement which identifies management objectives and threats to 
park values. To be consistent with the recommendations of this report one guideline 
for appointment of natural scientists to scientific advisory committees is that 
prospective members should be proposed by in-house NPS scientists at park and 
regional-office levels, and be concurred in by the Director of the Office of Natural 
Science Studies. 

7 
This statement differs with the recommendation of the Preservation Task Force 
to establish approximately twenty NPS units in universities at an additional annual 
cost of $10 million. While the existing NPS unit at the University of Washington, 
Seattle, provides an important research and academic-liaison function, the 
establishment of large numbers of these units appears to be unwarranted at this 
time. 
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e. The research sphere: let's broaden our scope. 

Q 

With one exception known to us NPS research has focused primarily on problems 
within park boundaries, necessarily so because of the magnitude of these problems 
and the lack of funding for attention to "outside" problems. We strongly recommend 
that the NPS research and resources management plan consider an appropriate region 
surrounding the park as being within the park's sphere of responsibility. Research 
in this "influence zone" should deal with possible impacts on the park of both a 
direct and indirect nature. 

The park staff, with the assistance of the park scientific-advisory committee 
should report annually on potential impacts on the park from "outside" and recommend 
appropriate research to define the precise nature of these impacts. 

We can also broaden our view as to who uses the results of NPS research in 
addition to Park Service personnel. Means must be found to "recycle" research 
information back to an interested public constituency, perhaps through the medium of 
the scientific advisory committee of NPS interpretive programs, in order to enhance 
public awareness of research problems facing park resource managers and of the way 
in which research provides information for professional and public decision-making. 

f. The concept of "mission-oriented research" and possible misinterpre
tations . 

Often, among scientists and managers, the idea of mission-oriented research 
implies exclusive attention to only immediate and glaring problems. In many 
instances this has been the approach taken in NPS studies over the last decade. Yet, 
by tne time research results of this type are available to the decision-maker, the 
critical nature of the problem often has forced him to take action based solely on 
political or economic considerations. Consequently, the research effort appears 
fruitless and, in the end, useless to the resource manager. 

The 1963 NAS-NRC report (p. 68) recommends that "••lost, of the research by the 
NPS should be mission-oriented." We have no quarrel with this basic guideline as 
long as the mission is defined in both long-range and short-term contexts so that 
research projects can be consciously designed for one or the other time scales. 
Immediate short-term questions require a much different research approach than do 
long-range problems. Also, expectations should be different for short-term and 
long-range projects. Any evaluation of the NPS research program during the next 
ten to fifteen years ("Stage II," mentioned above) should not judge research solely 
on its immediate worth, for this will erode the underlying purpose of the long-range 
program. 

g. The Office of Natural Science Studies should maintain centralized 
control over the NPS research function. 

In order to integrate research and management functions, the research task has 

Q 

E. C. Stone, Management of the Buffer Zone, Redwood National Park, California: 
a Report to the National Park Service (Berkeley, California: 1970). 



been decentralized so that field research persons report to their park superintendent, 
and at the same time maintain an administrative relationship to the Office of Natural 
Science Studies in Washington. There appears to be only minor, and quite surmountable, 
problems associated with this type of organization. However, if this policy of 
decentralization represents a tendency to diminish the role of the Office of Natural 
Science Studies, severe problems could result in the conception and implementation 
of a comprehensive Service-wide research program. Furthermore, the Director of the 
Office of Natural Science Studies, and his staff, must act as vigorous advocates 
of the comprehensive research program. This requires that director and staff have 
control over how field research is conducted and how results are interpreted. If 
scientific advisory committees are established at the park level, they will tend to 
detract from such central control. Careful attention must be paid, then, to creat
ing means by which the vision and direction of the program from Washington can be 
achieved while still maintaining integration of research and resources management at 
the field level. 

h. The "carrying capacity" dilemma. 

One of the most difficult questions being asked of Park Service research today 
is, "what environmental or social indices can be used to determine how many people 
can use a given ecosystem before the quality of the user's experience or the health 
of the ecosystem begins to erode?" The search for the answer has produced a body of 
literature embracing both ecological and sociological approaches. To date, there 
are no indices that can be used to guide most resource decisions on a practical level. 
Furthermore, it is our judgment that within the next five years no workable indices 
will be forthcoming. On the basis of this assessment, we make the following 
recommendations: 

(1) Experimental demonstration areas should be established in a 
wide range of park ecosystems to monitor empirically the effects of various levels 
of use and, if possible, changes in the quality of visitor experience. 

Experimental plots are not a new approach in carrying-capacity research and the 
monitoring of control enclosures in sensitive alpine environments has produced 
usable floristic and physiological data for generalizations on visitor impact and 
recovery time of certain plant communities.1° Due to the diversity of National Park 
ecosystems, however, it is unlikely that the pace at which present field experiments 

9 The Preservation Task Force briefly summarizes the two approaches. 
Some practical techniques for carrying-capacity research are contained in S. Brickler, 
R. B. Held, and A. T. Wilcox, A Study to Develop Criteria for Determining the 
Carrying Capacity on Areas Within the National Park System (USDI-NPS Contract No. 
14-10-9-990-40, November 15, 1969). See also, David W. Lime and George H. Starkey, 
A selected Bibliography of Literature Related to Recreational Carrying Capacity 
Decision Making (USFS No. Cent. For. Exp. Sta., St. Paul, Minnesota: 1971). The 
NPS has contracted with Pennsylvania State University for a systems analysis of the 
carrying-capacity problem; report due in September, 1972. 

See, for example, B. E. Willard, Ecological Reconnaissaince of Rocky Mountain National 
Park and the Effects of Visitor Use, a series of contract reports (numbers and dates 
unavailable at this writing: final report ca. August, 1963). 
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are proceeding will be sufficient to produce indices for carrying-capacity deci
sions in tne reasonably near future. 

We advocate that a large number of plots be established with the purpose of 

allowing various intensities of use to the extent that "over-used" plots are readily 

visible to visitors. Thus, tne concept of carrying capacity is conveyed to the 

public in a most dramatic way, while at the same time, valid experimental data are 

gained. 

This approach assumes that certain ecosystems will be over-used and may be 

irreparably damaged in the experiment. It is our judgment, though, that the poli

tical and scientific value will outweigh the loss if certain conditions are met. 

These conditions are: (a) that results of the demonstration experiment be used in 

an intensive public education program which will convey the idea of carrying capacity 

and tne need to restrict visitor use, and (b) tne scientific aspects of the experi

ment r>e designed and controlled so that the data will auger toward the identifica

tion of real ecological or sociological indices for carrying-capacity management. 

The demonstration program should go hand-in-hand with the following recommendation. 

(2) The Park Service should take immediate steps to implement a policy of 

visitor limitation based on "conservative best-judgment" criteria. The first steps 

toward limiting visitor loads have already been taken in certain areas under MPS 

jurisdiction. however, tnis program must be expanded rapidly to cover all parks 

without waiting for "rational" scientific criteria to be devised. The best judgment 

of park staffs with, if necessary, advice from their scientific advisory committees 

will provide sound criteria for limiting visitors. The public should be informed 

that maximum visitor loads for any area are not set arbitrarily but are determined 

by professional resource managers with the advice of scientists. Therefore, the 

Park Service should not be embarrassed about the absence of quantitative data in 

support of their policy. These data will be generated by the demonstration moni

toring program recommended above. 

(3) The "design-load" criterion for determining carrying capacity should be 
re-examined by planners so that conflicts with recommendations (1) and (2) above 
are avoided. In lieu of ecological or sociological criteria for carrying capacity, 
MPS planners have invoked the design-load criterion which establishes the carrying 
capacity of an area on tne basis of visitor-facility design capacities. It has 
been acknowledged by Park Service personnel that this criterion has no relationship 
to either tne ecological or sociological carrying capacity except where the judgment 
of tne designer is capable of reasonably estimating these capacities. Extreme 
caution should be employed, then, in using this criterion, and the visitor capacity 
of any facility should be scaled down to conform to the very conservative best 
judgment of natural scientists and/or resource managers familiar with the problem 
and the area in question. 

i. The relationshixj of natural-science studies to the master-planning 

process should be clarified. It became apparent during our invistigations that 

tnere was little coordination of tne planning and research functions of the Park 

Service. Evidently tne scientific information used in the master-planning process 

is minimal, and the natural science staff is involved in only a superficial way. 

It should be mentioned that the Denver Service Center of the NPS employs several 

ecologists and two sociologists, but the prevailing feeling is that master planners 
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are too development-oriented and that they might well benefit from having more 
natural science information available to them in the early stages of their task. 
(Note that the NPS organization places the planning function under "Operations," 
quite removed from the researcn function.) 

On the other hand, it is not clear whether the research function can appropri
ately serve the master-planning process because of the time involved in conducting 
on-site natural science research. It would seem that these problems could be 
further investigated, to determine if research and planning functions could be moved 
closer together. 

E. New Action Programs 

The rate and character of park action programs must alter significantly if 
people's demands for park opportunities are to be met. The National Park Service 
currently receives .1 percent "of tne national budget. This must rise substantially. 

Natural-resource parks, to survive for future generations, must be protected 
from present overuse. This can be done by better visitor management and by estab
lishment of additional natural-resource parks. Equally important, we need many 
more recreation parks in and near large metropolitan areas, accessible for all to 
enjoy. Toward these goals we recommend:. 

1. All visitor facilities which can be provided outside of park boundaries 
snould be built there rather than inside the parks. Present facilities, such as 
lodging, curio shops and parking lots, now located inside park boundaries, should 
be phased out wherever practicable. 

Many existing facilities detract from tne primary function of the parks. By 
encouraging concentration of people and cars, they add to the stress on the soil, 
vegetation, and wildlife of the park. Visitors will enjoy a better, less diluted 
park experience once inappropriate facilities are removed. These same facilities 
can be developed efficiently and attractively outside of the parks. 

Relocation of these facilities should proceed in conjunction with development 
of public transportation to bring visitors into the parks and to take them to park 
attractions. 

2. Extensive new land acquisitions should be funded at once. Acquisition 
of lands in parks already authorized and of inholdings in existing parks should be 
completed. At 1971 prices, the combined cost of these acquisitions is estimated 
at $302 million for 432,000 acres. Many additional natural-resource parks, metro
politan-periphery parks, and inner-metropolitan parks are needed. Much of the land 
for the natural-resource parks can be acquired at nominal cost from other federal 
landholding agencies. To minimize the very high cost of other acquisitions, legis
lative takings should be used. 

Not until 1962, with tne authorization of Cape Cod National Seashore, did 
Congress mandate the purchase of entire new parks to meet recreation demands. Before 
1962, establishment of a National Park was largely a bookkeeping transfer V in 

1/ In addition, there have been some notable private philanthropies which resulted 
in creation of National Parks such as Grand Teton and Virgin Islands. 



whicn federal land valuable as a significant natural resource was withdrawn from 
tne public domain or reassigned from another federal agency. This was not possible 
for the top-priority recreation sites in and near metropolitan areas, since little 
of that land was in federal ownership. Thus, the last decade has been marked by 
both a new federal commitment to provide substantial outdoor-recreation opportunities 
and a concomitant new commitment to spend federal funds for this purpose. We hail 
both commitments. Unfortunately, authorizations have leapt ahead of funding, and 
this gap must be closed by a major increase in appropriations. 

Funds Obligated for Land Acquisition—NPS 

Year Obligated Obligated (at value of 1965 dollars) 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

$ 1,458,043 

6,386,198 

29,863,121 

29,889,502 

50,138,206 

07,662,101 

68,347,330 

$ 1,458,043 

6,207,384 

28,220,649 

27,109,778 

43,168,995 

46,879,288 

55,566,379 

It is important to note that obligations frequently are substantially less than 
appropriations. This is reflected in Figure 5 (following). 

a. Acquisition of all land in parks already authorized should be completed 
by 1976. Some of the 81 new parks authorized over the last ten years have been of 
the traditional natural resource type and were created by transfer of federal lands. 
Canyonlands, witndrawn from the public domain, and Voyageurs and North Cascades, 
established in whole or in part on Forest Service lands, are examples. Most of 
tne new parks must be purchased, and there is now a huge, 190,000-acre backlog of 
unacquired lands for these parks. 

As of 1971, the estimated cost of this acquisition was $124 million. Spurred 
by speculation, prices escalate with every year that passes. It will be most econo
mical for tne American people if enough funds are provided over the next several 
years to complete this acquisition program by the 1976 Bicentennial of the United 
States. 

b. All inholdings in existing parks should be acquired. Within the 
boundaries of parks established prior to 1960, the Park Service estimates that the 
total cost of acquiring the 242,000 acres of inholdings was $178 million in 1971. 
Purchase authorization exists for this acquisition but funds are inadequate. Direct 
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(Figure 5) 

APPROPRIATIONS FOR NPS LAND ACQUISITION VERSUS OBLIGATIONS 

i 

Funds appropriated for park acquisition in millions of dollars. 

Funds obligated for park acquisition in millions of dollars. 



appropriations for fiscal 1972 are only $11 million. With land prices rising 
between 15 percent and 40 percent annually, the Parle Service is actually getting 
furtner behind each year. 

Use of inholdings frequently is damaging to park functions. "While controls 
short of purchase may have a role upon occasion, land speculation, combined with 
the need to protect park lands for the future, convince us that an accelerated 
program of immediate acquisition is warranted. Costs may be reduced by buying the 
fee subject to a life estate or period of years in those instances where, in the 
Park Service's judgment, the interim use will not damage the park. 

c. New natural-resource parks should be established and land should be 
acquired to provide a system representative of all principal physiographic regions 
in tne nation. There are a large number of representative vegetative-physiographic 
land types, characteristic of broader regions, not represented in the park system. 
Some of these areas are scientifically valuable for their undisturbed vegetation 
and as the habitat of threatened wildlife species. They are important to preserve 
today -- while the choice yet remains — as a natural legacy for the future. Some 
areas should be held for scientific study and educational uses exclusively. 

Detailed studies by the Park Service have been made of each physiographic 
region in tne United States. These studies include a rating as to the region's 
adequacy of representation. 

Major gaps in the Park System include two types of grassland: short-grass 
prairies and the northern Great Plains — buffalo-grass ecosystems. Both types of 
grass-lands, along with Arctic tundra, occupy the largest land areas of the country. 
Yet tney are grossly under-represented in the Park System. These gaps can be filled 
by the simple expedient of withdrawing the grasslands from the public domain, or 
transfering the grasslands from the Forest Service to the Park Service at no signi
ficant cost. With 750 million acres in federal ownership, of which the National 
Park System constitutes but 28 million acres (one percent of the land area of the 
United States), there are ample public lands appropriate for establishment as 
national parks. 

A Great Plains National Park can be created out of public-domain lands in the 
area north of tne Missouri River. These lands border the Charles M. Russell National 
Game Range on tne south, and, in parts the Little Rocky Mountains bordering the Fort 
Totten Indian Reservation on the north. This extensive area, truly representative 
of tne sweeping grandeur of the Great Plains, was the scene of most of Charles 
Russell's famous prints of the Western Frontier. 

A short-grass prairie park can be created by incorporating the Forest Service 
Grasslands Unit of the Custer National Forest with the Theodore Roosevelt National 
Memorial Park into one large area dedicated to the memory and conservation thrust 
of Theodore Roosevelt. 

An Arctic Tundra National Park should be created immediately by the Secretary 
of tne Interior from public-domain lands, under authority granted by the Alaskan 
Native Claims Act. We recommend a comprehensive unit north of the Yukon River with 
acreage adequate to encompass a full-cycle caribou range. 

The Secretary should also incorporate additional public-domain lands in Mount 
McKinley National Park. 
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The National Park System should include far more marine areas and offshore 
islands—resources far under-represented in the system today. 

Other important areas of which representative types could be protected by 
transfer to the Park Service at nominal cost, include: 

Physiographic Areas 

Atlantic Coastal Plains and Piedmont 

Brooks Range 

Artie Lowlands 

Columbia Plateau 

Central Hardwoods 

Gulf Coastal Plains 

Superior Upland 

Federal Agency with 
Representative Holdings 

Forest Service 

Fish and Wildlife Service 

Fish and 'Wildlife Service 

Forest Service 

Forest Service 

Forest Service 

Forest Service 

d. Additional historic-resource parks should be added to the system. 
However, in the absence of policy guidelines for choosing among the current propo
sals and possibilities, we offer no specific recommendations. 

An excellent inventory of prime historic sites has been compiled by the Park 
Service, but so far no policy guides a choice among them for acquisition. These 
sites range from Presidential homes to California missions, and from battlefields 
to logging-boom sites. If all historic sites that are listed were acquired by the 
Federal government the cost would run into hundreds of millions of dollars. Yet 
in the absence of an acquisition policy, many important sites will be lost to 
development. 

Another related category of sites are those which seek to preserve our pioneer 
cultural heritage, such as family farms, water-power saw and grist mills, black
smith shops, and hand-weaving looms. These also should be preserved as working 
historical museums, but we see 'die federal role here more as one of assistance 
rather than of direct initiative. 

e. More metropolitan-periphery parks are needed. Authorization and 
acquisition of tnese parks should be simultaneous by consistent Congressional use 
of a legislative taking. This we strongly recommend as the best means of halting 
speculation and further development. Delays between authorization and acquisition 
lead to exorbitant land prices and, sometimes, to land uses inimical to the future 
park. This problem is most acute in and near metropolitan areas and can best be 
avoided by taking title to all land upon authorization. Payment, bearing interest, 
can then follow. 



A review of the cost per acre of land acquired in recent years by the federal 
government for outdoor recreation purposes (Figure 6, following) shows an increase 
in price, which is greater than for land in the U.S. generally. Overall, land 
acquired by the Park Service is increasing even faster than the federal average in 
recent years — from $342 an acre in 1968 to $1,510 in 1971. 

A few recent specific examples of the rise in land values between the year of 
park purchase authorization and 1972 speak forcefully to the need for a change in 
land acquisition methods. Dollar figures are in millions: 

Park Authorized 
Initial Land 
Acquisition Ceiling 

Current 
Expectation 

Cape Cod N.3. 1961 $ 16 $ 33.5 (actual to 
date) 

Point Reyes N.S. 1962 14 57.5 (new ceiling 
authorized) 

Big Horn Canyon N.R.A. 1964 .8 (request for 
new ceiling) 

Ozarks Riverway N.S.R. 1964 

Assateague N.S. 1965 

Delaware Water Gap N.R.A. 1965 

7 

16.3 

37.4 

11.1 

20.7 

68.8 (estimate) 

f. All metropolitan areas with a population of one million or greater 
should have an internal national recreation park network, accessible cheaply and 
quickly to all residents. As of 1970, there were 33 standard metropolitan statis
tical areas with at least one million people. Together, their population was over 
80 million, or about 40 percent of the population of the United States. A very 
rough estimate of the cost of acquiring and developing these parks is $5 billion. 
This price is not out of line with the urgent need to create recreation opportunities 
for that segment of the American public least served today by the national parks. 

Almost all such metropolitan areas are located on rivers, lakeshores, or sea
shores . In these areas we recommend that the metropolitan recreation parks border 
waterways throughout the metropolitan areas and waterways extending beyond the 
area's boundaries. The nation's new commitment to clean up our waters makes it 
timely to reclaim blighted city waterfronts and to focus on these areas as the princi
pal amenity for metropolitan recreation. 

Several national recreation park proposals are already being considered by 
Congress. Cost estimates are shown below: 
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(Figure 6) 

Federal Land Acquisition for Outdoor Recreation 
Financed by Land and Water Conservation Fund, 1966-1971 

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 

Federal acquisitions (in thousands of acres): 
National Park Service 4.4 52.6 56.2 117.6 65.4 52.2 
Forest Service 29.4 78.4 87.2 162..4 156.5 47.8 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 2 . 6 . 8 15.0 4 .5 
Total 33.8 131.0 146.0 280.8 136.9 104.5 

Total costs (in millions of dollars): 
National Park Service 
Forest Service 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
Total 

5.5 
2. 5 

8.0 

Costs per acre acquired (in dollars per acre): 
National Park Service 1,250 500 342 590 784 1,510 
Forest Service 85 173 106 99 159 292 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 462 1,500 113 1,130 
Overall Cost (cost in $ million divided by 

acres acquired) 236 304 202 308 569 937 

26. 1 
13.6 

39. 7 

19.2 
9 .2 
1. 2 

29.6 

69. 3 
16. 1 
1. 2 

86.6 

51. 3 
24.9 
1. 7 

77.9 

78.9 
14.0 
5. 1 

98.0 
i 

U) 
1 

Source: Council on Environmental Quality, 1971 Annual Report 

1970-1971 data from Division of Land and Water Conservation Fund, Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreati on 



Land Development Operation & Maintenance 
Per Year 

Gateway National Recreation $ 27 
Area 

$ 141 $ 2.9 

Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area 

21 100 2.5 

Potomac National River 60 26 1.1 

Acquisition costs for these proposed parks would be far higher if significant 
amounts of land were not already in federal ownership. 

A more typical proposal for what we envision is one for the Boston metropolitan 
area. Included in the proposal are the shores of the Charles, Mystic, and Neponset 
Rivers, the shores of the 36 Great Ponds within metropolitan Boston, and the Atlan
tic Ocean coastline and offshore islands. A dam for the Charles River also is part 
of tne plan. Estimated acquisition and development costs are as follows: 

Charles, Mystic, and Neponset Rivers \ 10,000 
Great Ponds ) acres 

$ 50 million 
5 

Atlantic Ocean: 27 miles of seacoast and 
53 miles of offshore island coast, of 
which 2 7 miles remain to be acquired 

84 

Charles River Dam 

10% contingency 

23 
162 
16 

$178 million 

Metropolitan Boston had a 1970 population of 2.8 million. Acquisition and develop
ment of tnis urban-waterway park system would, therefore, cost $64 per person. 
Operating costs are estimated at $14 million per year. 

3. There is an urgent need for a focused national program to protect the 
nation's diminishing island, marine and estuarine resources which have significant 
scientific, natural, and recreational values. Many of these resources which possess 
national significance should be added to the National Park System. In addition, we 
need federal action to assist other levels of government to protect these resources. 

In 1970, the Interior Department's Bureau of Outdoor Recreation published a 
comprehensive report ("Islands of America") following a three-year study. The report 
emphasized the need for action by all levels of government and the private sector to 
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carry out a national program for island conservation. Since the report's issuance, 
however, little has been done. The nation's coastal and estuarine areas which con
tain nationally significant natural, scientific, recreational, and historic values 
also should have a higher priority for protective action — many of them as units 
of tne National Park System. 

It appears that Congressional action is required to establish better focused 
and more vigorous action to protect these resources. We urge the National Park 
Service and Secretary of the Interior to seek it promptly. 

Offshore marine areas adjacent to existing units of the National Park System 
should be protected as marine sanctuaries. 

The Cape Cod National Seashore Advisory Commission, alerted by the Santa 
Barbara Channel oil-production disaster of 1969, has called attention to threats 
to supposedly protected shoreline parks if adjacent areas offshore also are not 
protected. The Cape Cod Commission has proposed establishment of a Cape Cod National 
Marine Sanctuary for the offshore area under federal jurisdiction, together with a 
companion state sanctuary for the state-owned offshore area. Offshore oil produc
tion and other potentially damaging offshore activities would be prohibited within 
a line-of-sight distance (30 miles) from the Seashore. Proposals for oil-tanker-
mooring and oil-handling facilities off Assateague Island and Point Reyes National 
Seashores pose threats that also call for coordinated marine-santuary protection in 
state and federal offshore areas adjacent to such national reserves. 

Contingency plans for action to protect shoreline parks from water-borne 
pollution, such as oil pollution, should be a standard part of each shoreline park's 
master plan and resources-management plan. 

4. The Federal government should provide financial as well as technical 
assistance to tne states for establishment and administration of systems of natural 
areas to be managed primarily for research and education. 

The program we propose would be a companion to that authorized in 1966 by the 
National Historic Preservation Act. The Act authorized the Secretary of the Interior 
through the National Park Service to make matching grants to states for the survey 
and preservation of historic sites and buildings. 

There is no parallel program for protection of natural areas for educational 
and scientific purposes. Acquisition of natural areas primarily for research and 
education is specifically excluded from the purposes for which states may receive 
federal grants from the Land and Water Conservation Fund for outdoor recreation 
purposes. 

The natural areas we are concerned about here often are too small or fragile 
to support recreation use. Many are too small to have a high priority for acquisi
tion as part of the National Park System. Yet, as ecological bench marks, as 
scientific laboratories or educational sites, such systems — representative of 
each state's landscape types, geologic history, and scientifically significant 
ecosystems -- can be invaluable in state or appropriate private ownership. We pro
pose that non-profit educational and research organizations -- universities, for 
example — be eligible for assistance via the states under such a new program. 
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Natural areas already qualify for registration and recognition under the 
Natural Landmarks Program of the National Park Service, regardless of ownership. 
This program and the Service's natural-history-theme program already provide a 
base of information and experience from which the Service could administer a state-
assistance program for small natural areas. 

5. More federal control is needed over land use near park boundaries. Buffer 
areas should be established in which the federal government controls land use through 
tne acquisition of easements or other controls, less costly than fee-simple pur
chases . Areas further removed from the park, but whose use still impinges upon the 
park, should be controlled indirectly. The National Park Service should be authorized 
to provide financial as well as technical assistance to state, regional, and local 
governments for the planning and regulation of use of these areas. 

The Park Service now has no direct-action tool with which it can help responsi
ble governments (1) control land uses and activities outside park boundaries in the 
interests of preventing adverse impacts on the park environment or on the quality of 
park-visitor experiences, or (2) minimize local disruptions due to the national park. 

In theory, several existing federal programs can fill the need; in practice, 
it is not happening except in isolated cases. 

During the six years of operation of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation's Land 
and Water Conservation Fund program, only one state appears to have secured assist
ance from this fund for work directly related to a Park System area. This was a 50 
percent planning grant in 1971 to the Minnesota Resources Commission to study effects 
of authorization of Voyageurs National Park. The study is to recommend, to the 
state legislature, land-use regulations which the state could enforce (directly or 
by county governments using state standards) within a 25-mile radius of the park. 
In this case, the state agreed to use part of its apportionment from the fund for 
this study -- money that the state otherwise could have used for other purposes. 

During the decade that the Open Space Land Program has been operating, the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development apparently has made only two grants to 
state or local governments for work related to a national park. One involved an 
effort to control incompatible uses, including a high-rise tower adjacent to Gettys
burg National Military Park. The product is not considered successful by the National 
Park Service from the point of view of visitors to this national shrine. 

The grant program we propose would permit a federal cost share of up to 90 
percent of the project cost. Funding would not be limited to the preparation of 
plans — such as for land use, transportation, sign control, or architectural con
trol. Rather, in addition to planning, funding would cover costs of drafting ordi
nances and other legislation, as well as costs of actual administration of regula
tory programs to carry out the plans. Supportive technical assistance should also 
be provided by the National Park Service. 

In 1966, in the law authorizing Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore in Michigan, 
Congress authorized assistance akin to that which we are recommending. The Pic
tured Rocks statute directs the Secretary of the Interior, at the request of any 
township or county in or adjacent to the lakeshore, to assist and consult with local 
officials in establishing "zoning bylaws." Such assistance may include "payments 
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to tne county or township for technical aid." 

It is now time to authorize similar assistance to state as well as local 
governments in relation to any unit of the National Park System. 

6. The Secretary of the Interior should be authorized to acquire lands and 
interests in lands, and to adopt compensable regulations, to prevent or control 
land uses in areas adjacent to a unit of the National Park System which would ad
versely affect the park's natural or historical environment. 

This authority would require payment to landowners for acquisition of such 
interests in lands as scenic easements. It would also provide for payment of just 
compensation where regulations have been applied and a property owner can show a 
reduction in value due to the restrictions of the regulations. 

Issuance of such compensable land-use regulations should follow the coopera
tive federal-state-local preparation of a land-use and management plan for the 
park-influence zone. For example, regulations could be adopted to protect the 
view from within a park, to prevent pollution of a park's water or air supply, or 
to prevent park "gateway" developments that lower the quality of the park visitors' 
experience. 

These adjacent areas would be designated by the Secretary of the Interior in 
cooperation with state governments as areas in which full-fee federal acquisition 
would De undertaken only as a last resort. The concept is comparable to that of 
the control-zone concept in the wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968. In the event 
of violation of restrictions in an easement or regulation, the Secretary, through 
the National Park Service, would nave the right to acquire full-fee title by eminent 
domain if necessary. 

7. At new park sites, where appropriate, additional land should be acquired 
outside the park boundaries as sites for new communities. These communities could 
be developed in cooperation with other federal programs. For natural-resource parks, 
these new communities could be modest in scale, providing park access and facili
ties needs. For metropolitan periphery recreation parks, the planning could be 
directed toward integration of recreation and amenity opportunities with new urban 
towns. 

Further, all proposals for major new towns should be reviewed to determine 
their possible relationship to new national parks. 

Recent national legislation, enacted and proposed, plus major private initia
tives in the construction of new towns or even new cities, should serve as oppor
tunities for planning and establishing new units of the National Park System. 

Provisions for such parks in conjunction with other federal loans or grants 
(such as for water and sewer systems and roads), would most effectively utilize 
the several sources of federal funding and would underscore the importance of park 
resources as an aspect of national urban-settlement policy. 

Such new national parks should embrace both preservation and recreation objec-
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tives — the former in order to maintain large natural areas convenient to new 
urban centers, and the latter in order to assure the availability of recreation 
opportunities to the people who live in these new urban centers. 

# 




